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All submissions gratefully received and considered
(Note: Please gain the permission of the author before reproducing any
article featured in the newsletter.)

Editorial Policy: The editor and/or the Committee reserves the right
to withhold publication of any material whatsoever. Views and opinions
expressed in this magazine are those of the correspondents and
contributors and not necessarily those of the editor, HVCNSW Inc, the
printers or other contributors. HVCNSW Inc will not accept anything that
is poorly written, offensive or defamatory in tone or nature and will reject
subject matter that is deemed as not being in the best interest of the
organisation, its policies and Dogs NSW Code of Ethics. All material is
accepted in good faith and the accuracy of the contents of any material
submitted is the responsibility of the contributor. Names and addresses
of contributors may be withheld from publication on request but must
be supplied. While every effort is made to ensure that all material is
reproduced correctly, HVCNSW Inc accept no responsibility for any error.
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ITEMS FOR SALE
For print-on-demand products from the Club's Cafe
Press and Zazzle online stores, including calendars,
clothing and journals, go to:
www.cafepress.com.au/vizsla_store and
www.zazzle.com.au/vizsla_store
Club Badge

$

7 + $1 p&h

The Hungarian Vizsla in Australia
by Faye Harris

$

35 + $4 p&h

Photographic notecards
Pack of 6 notecards with envelopes

$17.50 + $2.50 p&h

Photographic greeting cards
Pack of 6 greeting cards with envelopes

$

20 + $2.50 p&h

Hungarian Vizsla car stickers
Gold Vizsla on clear background

$

5 + 50c p&h

TM

Hungarian Vizsla
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Training Tools & Booklets
Ultimate Puppy Toolkit
$ 28
for 1 pack (contact Ruth for quote for more)

+ $13.50 p&h

‘Finding A Balance’
$ 10
Issues of power in the human/dog relationship
by Suzanne Clothier

+ $1 p&h

‘How to Be Leader Of The Pack’
and have your dog love you for it
by Patricia McConnell

$ 8

+ $1 p&h

‘I’ll Be Home Soon’
$ 11
how to prevent and treat separation anxiety
by Patricia McConnell

+ $1 p&h

‘Feeling Outnumbered?’
$ 12 + $1 p&h
How to manage and enjoy your multi-dog household
by Patricia McConnell
‘How to Live With Kids & Dogs’
Without Losing Your Mind
by Colleen Pelar

$ 24

+ $2 p&h

‘Real Food For Dogs & Cats’
$ 14 + $1.50 p&h
A practical guide to feeding your pet a balanced, natural diet
by Dr Claire Middle BVMS CVA Dip Hom
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NOTE FROM THE EDITOR

Firstly, apologies for the lateness of this issue of the newsletter - I know some have been impatiently waiting on the show
critiques. I will try to do better with a more timely issue next time.
There have been some new directions for the club, including the introduction of an online member database. Set up for this
database is not a quick process, and has been brilliantly managed by Barb Kerrison and Sissi Lombardo - our Club owes
them an enormous debt for managing our IT related identity. The development of this database system will reduce the load
on both membership secretary and also newsletter distribution. We hope that this new system will be easier for everyone - it
seems that there has been a wide adoption from club members, and a number have already renewed and worked their way
through registration.
There are a couple of things to negotiate - membership is a separate transaction to all other payments. So - if you are
a breeder who normally has a stud dog listing, or breeder listing - you will need to go back to the 'shop' section of the
membership log in and select which of these items you'd like in the 'shop' and pay for them. We have noticed a couple of
breeders who for many years have paid for breeder listing who have not done so this year - if you have an questions regarding
this, please contact the Secretary Melinda Taylor and we'll help you work through it.
On the subject of renewal payments - we have been overwhelmed by the generosity of members in their support of our
welfare programme. Many donations have been received and those contributions will ensure our ongoing work in the area of
appropriate breed promotion, rescue and rehome will continue at its highest level. THANK YOU!
And that's a relief because once again the HVC NSW and the HVCV have been busy with an increasing number of rehomes.
It is so sad to see this breed suffering the penalty of over popularity, not only as irresponsibly bred purebreds, but also as the
'trendy' cross breed. Fortunately, we have found some wonderful homes, and there is a healthy interest in acquiring older
dogs - sadly though, some people have no idea of the breed, nor the reasons dogs are rehomed in the first place. A few
applicants would like 'Lassie' in a short russet coat, perfectly trained, well bred and able to slot into a home where nobody is
home most of the day, there are several young children and little time. We take a lot of time to find the 'best fit' for all of our
rehomes, and are proud of the way in which these dogs transition to loving new homes.
We'll be spreading responsible cautious breed information at Dog Lovers Show in Sydney this month - come along and say
hello to those who are on the Club's stand.
The Club's Annual General Meeting will take place
in August. We are concerned that not all Committee
members will be available to re-stand, and so
there will be a need for new commitment. Please
contact Steve or Melinda to have a chat about
what's required if you think you could be part of this
dynamic and hard working group.
Congratulations to those members who have had
success working their Vizslas and in some cases
achieved significant titles recently - a couple of new
Dual Champions.
Lily will be 14 this month - she is so sweet! Quite
deaf - it's amusing to see her look of surprise
sometimes when she realises she might actually be
being called. She is obsessed by food - something
that's always been important to her! - but much
more so these days. She's in pretty good shape,
hasn't needed any medication for arthritis or other
old age complaints. There are more lumps and
bumps, some not great, but not causing major
concern at this point. It's an honour to own a senior,
and she will be the dog that in 40+ years of adult
dog ownership who has lived the longest once she
reaches that milestone. A couple of our Great Danes
lived beyond 12 years, Scully was 13 - may you
have a few more years sweet Lala-dog.
And to prove that our girls are not
always curled up in cave beds...
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No Late Entries - Entries close Friday September 22, 2017

HUNGARIAN VIZSLA CLUB OF NSW Inc

CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW
Saturday October 14, 2017
Bill Spilstead Complex for Canine Affairs
44 Luddenham Road, Erskine Park

Judge: Mrs Marianne Gyarfas (Hungary)
Hungarian Vizslas - Dogs & Bitches
Judging commences not before 1pm with breed classes
CLASSES TO BE JUDGED
Breed:

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 11
1a, 2a, 3a, 4a, 5a, 10a, 11a
18
General Specials, Property/Special Classes

Property/Special Classes:

Best Head; Best Gait; ‘Brains & Beauty’ (sweepstakes class - best exhibit entered in
Conformation holding a Performance title)

BEST IN SHOW
RUNNER UP BEST IN SHOW
Prizes:

Entry Fees:
CATALOGUES INCLUDED WITH FIRST ENTRY

Iris Hearne Memorial Trophy
Ch Galfrid Fecske (Imp UK) Memorial Trophy
Class in Show
Opposites
Property Classes
'Brains & Beauty'

Trophy & Sash
Sash
Sash
Sash & Trophy

Members
Non-members
Special Classes

1st Entry $16
Subsequent $11
1st Entry $21
Subsequent $16
$3 (separate form for each class)

Entries close with the Show Secretary
Mrs Ros Leighton
586 Mulwaree Drive, Tallong NSW 2579
Phone: 02 48 410 282 Fax: 02 48 410 403
Email: rosleighton@bigpond.com
All remittances in favour of Hungarian Vizsla Club of NSW Inc (HVCNSW Inc)

Online Entries Available
www.showmanager.com.au

DogsNSW Representative
C McDonall

Refreshments available on grounds

Extreme weather conditions
Phone 0410 079 002 (day of show only)

Show Photographer: Sue Town
www.pinnicle.com.au

For overnight parking
Contact DogsNSW

View results, critiques and photos from our
shows from 2002 to the present on our website

www.vizsla.org.au
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HVCNSW 2017 Easter
Championship Show

Best In Show
Sup Ch Graebrook
Kausin Kaos TD ET
6
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RESULTS OF THE
HUNGARIAN VIZSLA CLUB OF NEW SOUTH WALES

Easter Championship Show
Judge: Mr Jamie Hubbard (USA)

April 16, 2017

Baby Puppy Dog (1 entry)

Australian Bred Dog (2 entries, 1 absent)

1

1st Gamecall The Ocean Tayke Me (ai) (Hine)

st

Hanafor Lincs Gold (Harris/Stading)

I have a young male, almost six months of age. Strong dog, he
has plenty of bone and substance for his age. Really nice going
around the ring with good reach and drive. He's a little loose
in the front coming at you but that will probably change as he
grows older - he has really good layback of shoulder, wonderful
prosternum and depth of chest. Just a typical loose gangly
puppy for his age, but he has plenty of promise.
Minor Puppy Dog (1 entry, absent)
Puppy Dog (1 entry, absent)
Junior Dog (2 entries)

Two in the class - they stayed in the same order as they came in.
1st Graebrook I Am Legend (ai) (Graebrook Knls)

First dog for me is just a lot smoother, both standing and
moving. He's a little more refined, and I like the blend of his neck
into shoulders, he has a good prosternum. He has the right
amount of bone, strong bone. His length and proportion are all
correct. Tail set is correct, not too high. He has wonderful reach
and drive going around the ring. Again a little loose coming
towards you, but nothing to be overly worried about.
2nd Gamecall The Perfect Wave (Hine)

Second is a stronger dog, a little broader in the skull than I prefer.
His front - shoulders a little forward set, which doesn't allow him
to reach as much in the front as the winner.
Definitely where the first dog wins out in this class is just his
overall balance, reach and drive - just overall a better dog for me.

RDCC

Only dog in the class. He's actually a really a handsome dog.
Again this dog is a very moderate dog, he's very correct, he's
the right size for me. His bone, his substance all go together.
Wonderful head, I love his shoulders, his prosternum, his depth
of chest, he's the right length. Coming and going he's absolutely
dead sound, probably the soundest I've judged so far. Just love his
balance, his tailset is just below the level of the back, he carries it
well. A little tentative right now in his class, but I still like many
things about this dog.
Open Dog (2 entries)

Class of two. Both dogs actually have a lot of quality about them
individually.
1st Sup Ch Graebrook Kausin Kaos TD ET (Graebrook
Knls)
DCC | Open In Show
BEST EXHIBIT IN SHOW

First dog is a moderate dog - he's up to size, not oversize but for
his size he has the correct amount of bone, it is strong bone. I love
his face, it's just such a pleasing expression. Beautiful shoulders,
great prosternum, depth of chest to the elbow, wonderful topline
and tailset. Angulation both front and rear are moderate and
match each other, which shows on the move. He just goes down
and back effortlessly, going around the ring he carries himself
really well - topline is perfect. He has great reach and drive and
he does it with absolutely no effort whatsoever.
2nd Gr Ch Hubertus The Real Deal (ai) (Blaik)

What I really liked about this dog was his moderation. I loved
his size, loved his amount of bone, it was correct. Really pleasing
face - loved the proportions of the head and skull. I just liked the
fact that he is moderate everywhere. I could fault him in certain
areas - I wish his tail was a little lower it's a little high set, and
I wish he wouldn't carry it so high, but I just liked the overall
moderation on this dog.

Second dog standing is a beautiful type dog as well. Moderate,
he's a great size, he has the right bone and substance for his
size. Again, another dog with a great head, and this dog has
wonderful layback of shoulder, good prosternum and depth of
chest. I would just give him a little more angle in the rear and I
would lower his tailset just a little bit. When he goes around his
edges are just a little bit harsher - so like his topline is dead level,
the tail comes straight off the back and he carries it a little bit
high, and with that and his rear being a little bit straighter - I
kind of explain that as being 'linear', meaning more straight in
places. But still a really good dog.

2nd Tanashka Nemes Nokki (Quinn)

Veteran Dog 7 - Under 10 yrs (0 entries)

Intermediate Dog (3 entries)
1st Ch Hubertus Dream Deal (Pali/Blaik)

Second dog is a little bigger than my first dog, but he has some
nice things about him. He didn't show 100% today, but I do like
the layback of his shoulder. He has a beautiful prosternum and
depth of chest, he's balanced front and rear, with just the right
amount of bone, it's strong bone with just the right amount.
3rd Metropolis Debut Hunter (Hanney)

Third dog is a bigger dog than I prefer, not in size but in
substance - he has a lot more bone, a lot more substance. He
showed better than the second dog, but I think when you're
prioritising what you prefer in size and type and substance , and
that's why the second dog, even though he didn't show great
goes over the third dog today.

Veteran Dog Over 10 years (2 entries)
Baby Puppy Bitch (6 entries, 1 absent)

First of all I'd like to say about the entire class that the
temperaments were outstanding. And for this age - all of them
were around 5 months - every one of them were so sound, so
good on their feet. Nice easy going puppies - really you'd be happy
to have any one of them. The first three are more of the type that
I prefer - very similar all three.

continued 
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1st Metropolis Glisser Choosy Miss (Hanney)
Baby Puppy In Show

2nd Metropolis Fanfarede Flair (Staniforth)

She's a little more stylised. She didn't show particularly great
today - her tail was down. I see some qualities in her - she
has a good amount of body, good shoulder placement, nice
prosternum, depth of chest down to the elbow. Her head's a
little plain, I would give her a little more angulation in the rear,
but I think if this bitch showed a little better, you'd actually see
qualities in her that I didn't see today.
Puppy Bitch (6 entries)

Beautiful head, I love her shape. She's got excellent bone,
beautiful column of bone even right down to her feet. Great
shoulder placement, excellent prosternum. Goes around very
nicely, a little loose in the front, but I was absolutely not worried
about that at this stage. Great topline, tailset correct - just off the
back.

An entry of six - every single one of them was different and so it
was really interesting going over them individually. Pretty much
all of them were sound in this class, and I then had to use some
of my personal preferences as to what went into the particular
order, and my preference is always to just go for something
that is moderate when nothing kind of stands out. My first and
second two bitches were where I spent a little time deciding
which way I was going to go. I prefer some of the things about
each one of them, but none of them have the same attributes they all have opposite attributes . They both move very well.
1st Kenoz Rocks Lady Marmalade (ai) (Austin)
Puppy In Show

2nd Metropolis Honorer Hallelujah (Hanney)

Another beautiful bitch. Sound, probably a little better in front
coming at you than the first bitch, and she has probably the best
layback of shoulder of all of them. Her tailset is a little higher
than I prefer, but beautiful qualities
3rd Metropolis Honorer The Ode (Hanney)

Similar to the first two. A little slighter, a little bit less bone and
a little less body compared to the other two. Again, she's got a
great front, good layback of shoulder, good prosternum, well
angulated front and rear. I like her tailset.
Minor Puppy Bitch (2 entries)
1st Graebrook Colour Me Happy (Cox)
BCC | Minor Puppy In Show
RUNNER-UP BEST EXHIBIT IN SHOW

The first bitch, I would like to see a little more fuller muzzle,
maybe just a slightly shorter ear, but a beautiful shoulder and
front, the whole front construction is very smooth. She's very
moderate, great prosternum, chest goes down to elbow, excellent
column of bone, carries herself nicely when she goes around.
Really in this breed when fronts used to be such a problem, the
front on this bitch makes her first in this class.
2nd Gamecall Rhythm Of The Waves (Morris)

Second bitch - I loved her head, I love her moderation, love her
balance. She a little more forward set in shoulder. Not the same
amount of depth of chest as my winner and that's where she falls
second. I do love the way she goes - I love her topline, her tailset is
correct.
3rd Metropolis Elle Coquette (Hanney)

First place is actually really beautiful. I watched her move when
went round the first time, thinking how beautifully sound she
was with great reach and drive, and then she went down and
back, and everything exactly the same - dead sound going, dead
sound coming. All the parts of this bitch fit nicely. She's the right
size, she's the right shape, she has the right tail set, beautiful
shoulders, she has just the right amount of prosternum, depth
chest down to the elbow, good bone all the way down to the
feet. She's very moderate - nothing overdone on that bitch
whatsoever.

Third bitch is interesting. She's probably a little bigger than I
prefer. Plenty of her for a puppy - she's got lots of substance and
lots of bone, but everything on her fits. Her head matches her
body, her bone matches her body. When she goes around she's
sound. There is nothing to dislike about this bitch - wonderful
front, good prosternum- she's just slightly bigger than I prefer,
but I do appreciate the qualities that she has.

continued 
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Junior Bitch (2 entries)

3rd Ch Metropolis Choisir Moi (Hanney)

Two bitches - completely different styles to each other.

Again more bone and substance. I would have liked to see her
move out better and carry her tail a little lower even though the
actual set of tail was correct.

1

st

Graebrook River Monster (ai) (Graebrook Knls)
Junior In Show

Australian Bred Bitch (3 entries)
1st Ch Graebrook Imagine (Graebrook Knls)
RBCC | Australian Bred In Show

For me one is much more moderate, she has the right amount
of bone, she's the right size, she's the right shape and that's
my winner. Beautiful front construction, wonderful layback
of shoulder, gorgeous forechest - goes right down to elbow.
Moderately angled front and rear. I'd pretty her face up a little
bit, but that's neither here nor there for me, particularly on this
breed.
2nd Metropolis Elle Cheeky Minx (Hanney)

Second bitch is a much bigger bitch, a strong boned bitch. I do
like her head - it matches her body, I like her muzzle, her skull and
her ears. She's got a reasonable shoulder layback then she gets a
little straight in the upper arm, a little straighter in the pastern.
Just a much bigger bitch than I prefer.
Intermediate Bitch (3 entries)
1

st

Ch Kenoz Rocknroze Star Quality (ai) (Fogarty)
Intermediate In Show

This bitch caught my eye immediately. Balanced, correct
amount of bone and body, she used herself well on the move. I
love her head and expression. She has just the right amount of
bone for her body. She probably fits right in the middle of the
height standard. If I was being picky, I would bring her upper
arm under her a little more to match with her great shoulder
placement. She didn’t show as well for a different handler in the
cc line up, but I had already seen what I liked in her class to still
give her the reserve
2nd Ch Metropolis Beaucoup Beaucoup (ai) (Hanney)

Again with most of my placings, she gets defeated by the other
bitch on moderation. This girl is a bitch with a lot of substance,
and in addition to that, I would give her more length of leg. The
combination of the lack of leg length and substance makes
her way too much for me. She does have parts that fit together
nicely, she is just not the type I prefer
3rd Tanashka Vadosz Joci (Quinn)

This is a big girl, must too big for me. Not in height, just overall
bone and substance, She is a far from the spectrum than I prefer
and that’s why she ends up 3rd.
Open Bitch (2 entries)

Two quality bitches in this class
1st Ch Graebrook Single White Female (Graebrook Knls)

The thing that struck me most about this bitch was her correct
moderation and size. She was elegant but still robust. She was
moderately balanced front and rear. Of course are a few places
I would change her, like a better lay of shoulder and better tail
carriage (docked but a little high when moving). But overall this
bitch is more of a style I prefer
The next two bitches are heavier than I prefer.
2nd Ch Gamecall Tayke Another Breath (ai) (Hine)

My first bitch is a very moderate bitch. There's plenty of her, but
she's not overdone. I love the way that she flows through her neck
and shoulders - she is so smooth and elegant, which is where she
wins over the second bitch. They both have great heads. First
bitch has great shoulder, she has wonderful shoulder lay, great
depth of chest down to her elbows, good topline and tailset. She
goes round the ring with absolutely no effort with good reach
and drive.
2nd Ch Metropolis Avant Tout (Hanney)

My second bitch again - she's a really good bitch. Wonderful head,
I like her size, I like her shape. She's a little steep in the shoulder
than my first bitch, which is where she goes second in this class.
She's got a good prosternum, she's got a good depth of chest,
carries herself well when going around the ring.

This bitch had a lot of bone and substance. Seemed to go well on
the move and carried herself well as she went.
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Veteran Bitch 7 - Under 10 yrs (2 entries)

Again, like the Open class, these are two very good bitches.
Both - I like their shape, I like their size.
1

st

Sup Ch Graebrook Shushienae TD ET (Graebrook
Knls)
Veteran In Show

NEW MEMBERS
Jil Wood

New South Wales

Alison Cox

Victoria

Keiran Matchett

New South Wales

Marnie Rock

Western Australia

Sophie Vale

New South Wales

Suzanne Wilson

New South Wales

Tony Mansfield

New South Wales

Jessie Hall & Jenna Roberts

New South Wales

Sarah Grealy

New South Wales

Ola & Megan Garpendal

New South Wales

Tess Kent

Australian Capital Territory

Jane Rosa

New South Wales

&

Shannon Lancaster

The first bitch is so smooth and clean. Again, that's where
she beats the second bitch. Beautiful smooth shoulders, good
depth of chest to the elbows. I would actually give her a little
more prosternum, but it doesn't hinder her movement going
around the ring at all. She has beautiful reach and drive, good
column of bone down to her feet. She's got an excellent topline,
beautiful tailset - just off the line of the back. Really good bitch.
2nd Ch Palaway Mon Bijou (Hanney)

The second bitch - another very good bitch. Beautiful face on
this bitch. A little more forward in the shoulder, she has a little
more prosternum than the first bitch. But just not as smooth
and as elegant to go over, but I like her angulation front
and rear, good tailset. Again her side gait is very good with
excellent reach and drive

Michele Reis

New South Wales
Western Australia

Joined up by Fay Harris & Barb Stading

&

Mel Nardi & Fraser Miller
Lisa Friewald

Queensland
New South Wales

Joined up by Sarah Ward

Stephanie Dixon

&

New South Wales

Joined up by John & Sian Hine

&

Best Owner Bred & Handled (2 entries, 1 withdrawn)
Sup Ch Graebrook Kausin Kaos TD ET (Graebrook Knls)

Karen & Steven Lohrey

Queensland

Parent & Progeny (5 entries)

Michael Bresnan

Queensland

Sup Ch Graebrook Shushienae TD ET (Graebrook Knls)

Isabelle Clarkson

Queensland

Joined up by Chris Cameron

BEST IN SHOW
Sup Ch Graebrook Kausin Kaos TD ET
RUNNER UP BEST IN SHOW
Graebrook Colour Me Happy
Show Photographer was Sue
Town from Pinnicle. Photos can
be viewed and ordered online
at her website. Hundreds of
images were taken at the show check them out.
www.pinnicle.com.au

Thanks to these breeders and their support, these new
members now have access to the benefits and helpful
information available with club membership.

Welcome to the Club!
We hope you will be able to come to our shows or
functions or that you may wish to contribute to the club
or newsletter. Some of you have already enjoyed a taste
of our picnics - we hope you enjoyed the fun of multi
Vizsla energy! Please feel free to contact your committee
if they can be of any help, or if you have any questions.
Remember your breeder and your club are here to help
and give advice or, more often, simple reassurance!

Like our Facebook page to find more out about our club and receive
updates including upcoming events, rescues and re-homes.

www.facebook.com/HungarianVizslaClubOfNSW
10
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Never any such thing as too many treats... and it's great to make your own. I bought a cheap dehydrator from Aldi some
months ago and we are now making home dried liver treats (just freeze and slice while still icy to get it nice and thin) and we've
also done some fillet steak that had been in the freezer too long - now THAT was very popular.
Recently Callie decided to try a method of baking loads of treats in one go - must have worked as she and Sailor did very well
at the Queensland State Agility championships. It requires a special mould tray from Kmart for $5 - not originally intended for
making dog treats... but...
INGREDIENTS
1 large tin tuna in spring water (don't drain)
2 eggs
1 tbsp garlic
¼ cup parmesan cheese
1½ cups self-raisiing flour
METHOD
Blend up until really smooth, adding a small amount water
for ease of spreading.
Fold in self-raising flour & mix together.
Spray mould trays with cooking oil and place on baking
tray or other solid oven-proof surface to stabilise. Spread
mixture across tray using spatula then remove as much
excess around edges as possible. Cook for approximately
10 minutess at 180º C.
Once cooked, tip tray upside down and tap on moulds to remove remaining treats then store in air tight container.
"Treat. Play. Love." has also published a chicken and cheese version of these treats, including a link to a similar mould tray on
eBay: www.treatplaylove.com.au/2017/01/24/pyramid-pan-dog-treats/

DATES TO NOTE

NEW TITLES
Ch Kenoz Rockstar Blues (ai) TDX

Pat Hallam

Ch Kenoz Rozse Gold (ai) TDX

Pat Hallam

Ch Gamecall Rhythm Of The Waves RN Kirstie Morris
Dual Ch (T) Graebrook Deamon
Dual Ch (T) Kenoz Rosze Gold
Ch Graebrook Bennett TDX CCD
Ciganyoz Enya RN TD

Ruth Brooks

4th Tuesday of
each month

HVCNSW Committee Meeting
Members are welcome to send any topics for
discussion to the Secretary at
hvcnsw_secretary@vizsla.org.au

22.08.17
6:00 pm

HVCNSW Annual General Meeting
The Bill Spilstead Complex for Canine Affairs
44 Luddenham Road, Orchard Hills

14.10.17

HVCNSW Spring Championship Show
Judge: Mrs Maryanne Gyarfas (Hungary)
The Bill Spilstead Complex for Canine Affairs
44 Luddenham Road, Orchard Hills

Pat Hallam
Sue Turner
Andrea Robinson

Ch Gamecall Ocean Tayke Me (ai)

Sian & John Hine

Ch/Neut Ch Gamecall Lapua Subsonic (ai)
Sian & John Hine
Sian & John Hine

Congratulations to these members on your competitive
successes with your Vizsla.
If you would like a trophy/plaque from the HVCNSW
acknowledging the achievement, please send a copy
of the title certificate to the Secretary for the attention of
the Trophy Secretary before October 1st each year.
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EVENT

Sylvia Staples

Ch Zisunka Ace High TD CD

Ch Gamecall Making Waves

DATE

12.11.17

Uriarra & Colo River Picnics
Please note - Colo River was poorly
attended last year - there will be a
committee member present for a limited
time and we'd love it if you could let us
know in advance that you will be there.
More details next newsletter
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Living with a teenage dog

They are not giving you a hard time, they are having a hard time
Shared with permission
www.goodog.com.au

from

Barbara

Hodel,

Goodog

Training

in

Sydney.

Most new dog owners find puppy hood challenging but at least they are getting the
support of a puppy class as these classes have become main stream. There is also the
novelty and the children, who desperately wanted a puppy, are still on board. But once
the cute pup turns into an adolescent delinquent, things start to fall apart. Stopping a
puppy’s education with a puppy pre school is a bit like thinking kindergarten will get
your child into university. It takes a lot more to help the cute puppy to develop in a well
adjusted canine citizen than a puppy pre school.
Owners seem ill prepared for the challenges of a teen-aged dog: The emotional
response and over the top reaction to some stimuli, forgotten training, increased
exercise requirements, need for more mental stimulation, ongoing socialisation and
training take owners by surprise.
The dogs don’t do it on purpose but their brain, to put it casually, is still under construction. We have to
be aware that they are not giving us a hard time but they are having a hard time.
Like in humans, part of the cortex matures at different rates. The more basic functions mature first where as the
parts in the brain responsible for controlling impulse or planning mature later[1]. Emotional responses, especially
the urgency and intensity of the emotional reaction are affected during this time. Hormonal changes are another
factor, even in neuter dogs.
The dog is also figuring out his place in your family and the wider community. This has nothing to do with pack.
The young dogs now spend more and more time at home in the backyard because
they are too boisterous to walk and often refuse to come back at the off leash dog
park. They also have gotten into a few run-ins with other dogs. They have become
unemployed and will soon be self-employed, meaning they dig up the backyard,
eat the pool lights and bark at anything that moves. It is downhill from there and it
becomes a self fulfilling prophecy.
We do not take them out anymore, their social skills deteriorate even more and
their world becomes very small. They meet the same people and dogs over and
over again and if they go out, it is the same old same old. They stop interacting
with new people or dogs and they ‘forget’ how to deal with new situations or might
get scared. Scared dogs are dogs who react inappropriately or show aggression
towards unknown dogs or people.
This pattern can be fatal! Behavioural problems seem to be the number one
reason for euthanasia of a dog of any age “it is still the largest cause of death of
puppies under one year of age. Indeed, the average age of dogs in Australia, and
world wide, is estimated to be around 3.5 years, which is well below their potential
biological age.”[2]
A large number of dogs are surrendered to shelters each year. One study puts
the figure at a staggering 20%[3]. The numbers of cats and dogs euthanized
in Australia is equally staggering 180,000 (population of 22 million) and other
countries are no better[4].
Anecdotal evidence suggests that dogs are most likely surrendered when they
reach social maturity around 2 years of age and often earlier.

Do's and don'ts
Do keep socialising. While early socialisation is important it does not stop with puppy
pre school. Teenage dogs need to be socialising on an ongoing basis. They need to
meet new people and dogs, go to new places and have new and positive experiences
on an ongoing basis. Attending a well run class for teenage dogs will help with ongoing
socialisation, you will get support and realise just how normal your teenage dog is.

continued 
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living with a teenage dog continued...
Don’t run them into the ground. A lot of owners try to solve the problem by literally
‘running them into the ground’ on a daily basis. However, they are just creating an
athlete. The dog is now so fit that they cannot get them tired anymore or worse the
dog is physically exhausted but the brain cannot settle.
Do find a balance between mental and physical stimulation. Teach them
something new on an ongoing basis, such as tricks or a brush up on obedience sills.
Use part of their food for enrichment in food dispensing toys, recycle plastic bottles,
pizza boxes, paper rolls etc. Or if so inclined start a dog sport: Agility, Rally O, Nose
Work, or Fly Ball.
Don’t just show them who is boss. Some owners think they have to show them who
is boss and start using aversive or punishment based methods.
Do keep educating them. A classic is the couch. The dog is on the couch. The
owner first ask the dog to get off, then the owner commands the dog to get off and
then resorts to pulling the dog off, the dog growls or even snaps. Often this is the
beginning of the end for that relationship. Firstly, the dog is not on the couch because
he plans on taking over the household and then the world. The dog is on the couch
because it is the most comfortable place and he has not been taught to go to his mat.
Do choose your battles wisely. It is well document that the use of force
can cause aggression. If you do not want your dog on the couch then
teach them to go to their bed instead and reward. Also make sure that the
whole family is enforcing the same rules. If some family members allow
the dog on the couch and some don’t it will be really hard to understand.
If it happens, go into training mode, get a treat and lure the dog onto
his bed and reward. This should be your approach for all problems. The
dog does the wrong thing because of a lack of training not because he
is ‘bad’, ‘dominant’ or ‘will-full’. One more tip if you are not prepared to
enforce (in a positive way) what you are asking for, don’t ask!
Do reward the effort. Despite all the bravado they are showing, they are really insecure. Make sure you
acknowledge the effort and show them that you love them. We used to say “Nothing in life is for free” but in reality
“Plenty in life is free”. You might find Kathy Sdao’s e-book Plenty in Life is Free helpful. Especially the part about
50 treats a day. It basically means reward all the good things your dog does with either treats, praise or interaction.
Do let them make choices if safe and possible. A lot of dogs are not
going to the off leash park anymore because they got into altercations with
other dogs. If no one was hurt, your dog is not aggressive, he just needs
more socialisation. Start by teaching a really reliable recall, then manage the
environment by pairing them with suitable play mates. If you have done a puppy
pre school that allows for off leash interaction you will know how good play
looks. It should ebb and flow, roles are reversed, there are pauses, invitations
to play are frequent (play bow, eye flashing, lifted paws etc). If it gets too rough,
call your dog, ask for a sit, calm things down and restart. If your dog shows
aggression get professional help.
The good thing about teenage dogs is that this phase does not go for years. With the right attitude, additional
socialisation, training and a good sense of humour it may only last for a few months. You still might have relapses
later but hopefully not as bad and not as long.

Most important: stay connected, show them that you love
them, keep socialising and train your dog!
First published Australian Dog Lovers
[1] http://www.nimh.nih.gov/health/publications/the-teen-brain-still-under-construction/index.shtml
[2] http://www.ava.com.au/sites/default/files/AVA_website/pdfs/NSW_Division/VETS%20%2B%20NURSES%20
COMBINED%20-%20Kersti%20Seksel%20-%20Canine%20Cognitive%20Dysfunction.pdf
[3] http://www.vetwest.com.au/pet-library/socialisation-essential-for-puppies
[4] http://www.theage.com.au/victoria/not-a-dogs-chance-campaigners-zero-in-20110917-1kfal.html continued 
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HUNGARIAN VIZSLA CLUB OF NSW Inc

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The Annual General Meeting of the Hungarian Vizsla Club of NSW Inc
will be held at The Bill Spilstead Complex for Canine Affairs
44 Luddenham Road, Orchard Hills on

Tuesday 22nd August 2017 at 6pm
AGENDA
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Members Present
Apologies
Minutes of the Annual General Meeting 2016
Committee Reports, including Treasurer’s Report/Statement of Income & Expenditure
Election of Office Bearers and Committee
Statement of Income and Expenditure
Appointment of Auditor
Special Business (notice required)
Close

NOMINATIONS FOR CLUB COMMITTEE & EXECUTIVE POSITIONS 2016-17
Nominations are invited for these positions to be elected at our Annual General Meeting 16th August, 2016.
POSITION

NOMINEE

NOMINATED BY

SIGNATURE

SIGNATURE OF NOMINEE

PRESIDENT
VICE-PRESIDENT
TREASURER
SECRETARY
COMMITTEE
COMMITTEE
COMMITTEE

Please ensure that you have the permission/signature of the person/s you are nominating then return the form to:
The Secretary, Melinda Taylor, 7 Romford Rd, Frenchs Forest NSW 2086 | Email: hvcnsw_secretary@vizsla.org.au

The Committee would like to thank all those members
who generously include donations with their renewals.
We know that these additional funds enable us to
continue with our excellent welfare work, provide
meaningful and responsible information to people
seeking to know more about the breed, and to meet
the welfare needs of the breed in a variety of ways.
It's hard to adequately express our gratitude.
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&RE-HOME UPDATE

RESCUE

This has been quite a busy time for rehoming.

CHIEF
Chief was a young neutered male, returned to his breeder due
to family changes, and incompatibility between Chief and 6 year
old child. One couple that we sent to meet Chief declared he
was 'too calm'! Our
suggestion was that if an
8 month old Vizsla was
'too calm' - grab him
with both hands! 
However, he has a new
life - now known as
Wilson and living in Perth
with Sandy & Daryl. He
is their sixth Vizsla, and
shares his life with Dax
a previous WA rehome.
They had recently lost
their beloved Maslow,
another rehome, at age
10, and were desperate
for another gentle male.
His breeder organised
flights and it seems
Wilson had a welcoming
committee of devoted
WA Vizsla owners and
fans. He has settled
in perfectly, and his
calmness is nothing
more than appropriate
good temperament.

CHESTER
Chester. Where to start? His owners were moving to a new
home, new relationship, kids had moved out of home... almost 6
year old Chester was not getting the attention he deserved and
needed. Vivien & Glenn previously cared for (and loved) senior
rescue Buckley and they and Tisza miss him.
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So after discussion, a meet with a club member which proved him
to be a nice boy... Chester went to Queensland a few weeks later.
To be honest, we were all
shocked by the amount
of condition he'd lost though we knew he was
thin, he was... well, much
more than 'thin' when he
arrived. He was anxious,
pretty well untrained,
had a couple of mildly
suspicious lesions and
needed a lot of TLC.
Susan Metcalfe was kind enough to check out his health issues,
and had his vet history sent through. She also found a broken
tooth, and a couple of other issues.
At this point, he has
settled well, is improving,
Tisza loves him most of
the time, and despite his
silliness, he is affectionate
and trying hard.
We hope he'll turn out to
be another Buckley - by
the time he reaches 10
years of age!
Oh, and he does REALLY
love Glenn

DISEL
Disel is a four and a half year old neutered male, from a very
'ordinary' registered breeder who purchased Vizslas simply with
the intention of making some $$$'s. He had been used at stud
to produce a cross bred litter with a GSP bitch. His family had no
time for him, he was untrained, and needed someone to give him
guidance and love.
Karen had been interested in Chief, but just missed out on him
by a whisker. She was sure she'd manage Disel - whose name is
now correctly Diesel! - and went to collect him. Within days, she
was concerned that he was not going to work for them. He is not
cat savvy (which she knew prior to adopting), and combined with
his over the top behaviour, it was extremely difficult. Fortunately,
Ruth Brooks lived nearby and Karen took Diesel to meet her and
get some advice.
Stress was probably a big factor in his initial erratic behaviour. He
has settled down, is 'lovely', and is learning. Sometimes these
dogs - who are big, untrained, impulsive, confused and rude take time and the right situation and consistency to settle. We are
hopeful that he has found his forever home, and he continues to
improve and understand more of what is required of him.
continued 
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RESCUE & RE-HOME UPDATE continued...
Hi Ros,

though norty Buffy felt the need to establish her position of family
star, everyone is still hopeful that this will be a good fit. It's a slow
process, but hopefully will be a good fit.

I meant to get back to you about
him, he’s doing fine. Going for
lots of walks in the forest and at
the beach. Not best friends with
the cats but he’s not lunging
for them when we pass them
in the garden and he’s seen us
carrying them through the house
to feed them.

Jeanette emailed to say

Hi Ros,
Well, there's no news really so I think that's good. Buffy hasn't
been too awful to Clive apart from the occasional growl. He's
still unsure of her but on the positive side Buffy runs with him at
the park, barking shrilly which is painful for all concerned but it's
good to see her joining in.

Diesel is a stunning dog, full of
life and mischief but he adores
my husband and follows him
everywhere.

Had them both on the lounge last night and as long as Buffy is
pushed up against me and propped up in a dominant position, she
seems fine.

He doesn’t bark much at all, not like Wilbur. He has a few funny
and adorable habits like bringing my slippers and then running off
with them but overall he’s settled down and is going well. 
I will keep you updated as we go.
Karen

SCOOBY
We heard of Scooby some time
ago - two years in fact. Found
a couple of opportunities for
him, but his South Australian
owner rejected those. Two
years later, he's now a five
year old, and he'd moved into
suburban Adelaide, his issues
had increased and it was now
becoming 'urgent' to find a new
home for him. His breeder was
a registered breeder who bred
unregistered litters in SA, and
of course was not interested in
helping.
Due to the workload of rehomes at the time and the need to
rehome him more locally to be sure it was going to work out, we
handballed him to the HVCSA who after a period of time organised
a foster home for him where he just might settle enough to spend
the rest of his life.

CLIVE
Five year old Clive's family have been back and forth in their
decision to rehome him for some time. Their family situation and
'home time' have changed considerably and they feel that Clive is
not getting the time he really deserves. He has no real issues, is
compliant and flexible, and has lived in a few different situations.
At this stage he is having a couple of sleep overs with Michael
and Jeanette and Buffy. They recently lost the lovely Cal, and are
feeling the loss. The two families have met in a neutral place 16

There have been a couple of attempts at a play fight which have
gone nowhere. Buffy initiated one of them and ended up growling
at Clive. Probably because he didn't do exactly as Cal would have
done which didn't suit the little pedant that she is.
So one day at a time. Clive is
becoming more settled, still
interested in everything but not
at my side every minute. He's
great at the park as I said,
coming when called, looking to
see where I am etc. A lovely dog
so I hope Buffy comes good and
learns to love him or at least
live with him in some sort of
harmony.
Keep you posted as the week
progresses.
Jeanette
We'll update next issue.

TAIA
We were contacted by Taia's
owner, who was urgently looking
for a placement for this 10 or 11
year old girl. Poor Taia had never
been an indoor dog, and the
owner seemed more concerned
that she be gone than anything
else. He told one member of the
committe that he'd put her on the
street if he didn't find placement
by the deadline that the landlord
had given 'as he couldn't bear to
put her in the pound'.
We were hopeful of finding a
home or at very least foster care,
but Taia's owner found a home in
time for the 'deadline'. Pleased
to know she's in a safe place.
continued 
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RESCUE & RE-HOME UPDATE continued...
Hi Ros,

ENID
Enid is a 3½ year old female who is not coping with the increasingly
mobile two legged addition to the family. The family have tried to
work through things, but feel the anxiety experienced by Enid in
the presence of their toddler is not fair to her.
She will need to go somewhere that there are no children,
someone home a lot of the time, a consistent and calm household
that wants a cuddly girl. We think we may have found a home for
her, but it's still in negotiation.
A gentleman who lives alone, almost beachside on the south
coast, whose major outings each week are to Ulladulla for his
shopping. Twice daily beach
walks sound pretty ideal for
Enid - so fingers crossed.
Michael is a man of few words

Great news, Molly arrived from Melbourne via Lois on Monday
afternoon, a little shy and nervous as expected, but has wonderful
manners and good training, and was reasonably accepting.. After
settling and a good feed, a full night's sleep she started to relax a
little. She obviously came to me from a loving home, and she will
not be short of love and attention here either.. she has been to
work with me every day so far, being on lead at all times, each
day improving trust in each other, Introduced her to the cab of
the work ute, that was new, and gradually she has accepted it as
hers, can now leave the doors open and Molly will stay put, with
or without lead... luckily I have been fencing, which involves a bit
of walking and stopping etc, goats, cows, tractors, chainsaws,
lots of new experiences, bonding has been fun, socially we went
to town and the beach Tuesday arvo, today she has trialed being
lead free around the house yard and has responded well. Hmmm
the chooks are a bit of a distraction though.
Thankyou very much for forwarding my name onto Lois and for
all the great work you do in this rehome program, I am extremely
happy with Molly so far, yes there are signs of her being unsure
of some noises and approaching people, but nothing reassurance
and patience shouldn't curb a little. All the time her tail is usually
wagging...

Hi Ros,
Enid is doing well, I like her very
much and she fits in really well,
all the locals love her.
Here are a few photos.

Many thanks again, Cheers Ian.

Regards
Michael

ZIG
Zig was a 13 year old girl whose elderly
owners were downsizing due to health
reasons. The original plan was for a son
and daughter in law to have her, but a
significant allergy issue arose and so she
was looking for a new home. It's not easy
to rehome 13 year olds as we know but we had someone in Victoria who
was ready to take her, and we organised
a free lift from Canberra to Victoria as
we thought a flight might be too much for Ziggy. Her family was
concerned about getting her from Newcastle to ACT, and also
about the wait of a couple of weeks for that lift. However, we were
working through those issues.
Sadly apparently Zig had a significant medical event that required
her to be euthanised before she could go to her new home.

MOLLY
We are always happy to work with the Hungarian Vizsla Club of
Victoria rescue/rehome co-ordinator Lois Clark in finding the very
best options for dogs either club has for rehoming. Recently we
were able to send Ian from Tasmania to Lois to consider Molly. He
had lost his old Vizsla girl, he lives alone on a rural property in north
west Tassie and was desperately missing his Vizsla companion
on his daily jobs. This is what that co-operation achieved.
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MAC
We were contacted by a lovely woman on the north coast of NSW
with a young male - 8 months - who had been in his 4th home
when she took him in. She had organised for him to be neutered
and was anxious to find him a loving home that would care for
him forever. She sent a photo - taken indoors at night - he looked
like a Vizsla.
Mac had been purchased by a family with young children - it
didn't work. He was passed on to another family with children - it
didn't work. Then he went to the grandmother of those children it didn't work. He was passed on to a niece with young children it didn't work. He had learned NOTHING. Other than of course to
knock over young children, steal their toys, and be generally over
the top and boisterous.
continued 
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RESCUE & RE-HOME UPDATE continued...
Deb and Peter LOVE dogs. They have a Standard Poodle, and
they have home stay for dogs. But Mac was a handful, and they
were concerned he needed a lot more training than they were up
to. More photos showed he probably wasn't a purebred Vizsla, in
fact they later found that he was sired by a purebred Vizsla and
his dam was a GSP x Bull Mastiff/ bull arab. <SIGH>
We linked up with a Qld
GSP rescue group, and
they had a Sydney couple
with an 18 month old female
Vizsla who was looking for
another dog. They were very
interested and Peter took
Mac to Sydney for a meet
and greet. We have been in
touch with the owners, they
are sensible and working on
his lack of training with a
competent trainer. I think it
just might work for Mac this
time.

RUBY & LEWIS
Ruby and Lewis are 5 and 2 year old dogs who were advertised
on a Facebook animal rescue site. They didn't need rescuing,
but did need to be rehomed. We are currently working with their
owners to see if we can find the very best new home for them.
Both have new homes - update next issue.

IDA

Update: contacted his new
owners after a couple of
weeks - they commented
'to be honest there is zero wrong with this dog, I've seen much
worse behaved Vizslas at the beach'. 

Information regarding 9 year old Ida
is just coming in - her family have had
a change in their situation and she's
in need of a new home. Not fond of
other dogs unless they are Vizslas,
still very energetic. By the time you
get this newsletter we should have
more detailed information about her
needs.

ALFIE
We saw an ad for a 10 month old
neutered male for rehoming in
Western Australia. We left messages
offering help - we have some great
people in WA with Vizsla experience
who are looking for an older Vizsla.

UPDATES
WILBUR

We were also contacted by a nice
woman who had been to see him
and put her name down and wanted
to find out more about him before
she make a final commitment. The
owners are a FIFO (Fly In Fly Out)
couple who share their home with a
housemate who fills the gaps. They simply don't have enough
time for this young dog.
We have offered support to
the person considering him,
have left messages with his
owners, and will support
anyone who takes him as best
we can.
Update - Alfie has fallen on
his feet. He has been taken by
an experienced Vizsla owner,
who has already enrolled him
in obedience classes, and
whose older Vizsla is smitten
by him. Great outcome.
18

Wilbur's family were moving to a
Defence Department job in Darwin
which would not have been a good
move for him. Almost two years
ago this slightly anxious boy moved
in with Cheryl and Trevor and has
never looked back. A much more
confident Wilbur was at the last
ACT Vizsla picnic, and he's living a
luxurious life.

Dear Ros
Thank you for another wonderful newsletter. The hard work you
and Sissi put in is always evident and we appreciate everything
that you do.
Like you, I was dismayed and distressed to see the condition of
the Vizsla litter mates found by the Hong Kong Dog Rescue group.
It beggars belief that the owners could have been so heartless and
neglectful – surely re-homing would have been an option if they
couldn’t care for them. As Mark Twain once said, ‘The more I
learn about people, the more I like my dog.’

continued 
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RESCUE & RE-HOME UPDATE continued...
On a happier note. Just an update
on Wilbur.
Wilbur continues to have an
adventurous and happy life with us –
everything a retired Vizsla could
hope for. We had Christmas in
Dalgety on the Snowy River and
then went to Mudgee for a week.
Wilbur and I stayed in the air con
while everyone went out each day.
We got the better end of the deal – it
was SO hot 
He will be 11 years old in September so we will have had him
for 3 years by then. He now has a few more lumps and bumps
but otherwise is happy and healthy and has a cheeky and fun
personality. He did, however, spend a day in the vet hospital in
mid-January. He wasn’t very well the previous night so I had him
admitted into the vet hospital first thing the following morning. He
was given pain relief and put on a drip but the vet couldn’t find
anything wrong so we were pleased about that. The vet said that
he’s ‘such a tender fellow’ and we would have to agree. He’s very
spoilt and we love him to bits!!
Wilbur’s previous family visited from Darwin in January and called
in to see him. Everyone made a big fuss of him and he really
enjoyed seeing them but when it came time for them to leave he
stood next to me. He’s very bonded to me mainly because we
spend so much time together.
I have attached some photos for the
next news letter and/or the 2018
Vizsla Calender. Wilbur’s photo came
first at the Dalgety Show held in March
so he’s a champion in more ways than
one!
There’s a photo of him looking at the
door which Trevor took when I went to
Brisbane overnight. He waited for hours
and when he realised I wasn’t coming
home he took himself off to bed and
wouldn’t get up the next morning. I was
met by two happy faces when I got
home the next day 
I was sad to hear in the latest
newsletter that Zsofi was bitten by a
snake. As I had mentioned to you at
the Vizsla Picnic, we had a very close
call in early November with two brown
snakes in our garden which we found
only 4 days apart.
Thank you for sending the new coat for Wilbur. We keep telling
him that it’s on its way in a very big envelope because there’s a
great big hug in there from his friend Ros. 
Many thanks and warm regards
Cheryl
Lucky Wilbur also 'profited' by the photo of our girls in their cave
beds - see his photo in the Cave Gallery.
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JAZZ
We thought sweet little Jazz was around one when she went from
Ruth's expert rescue care to Pamela and Roy and Zac 6 years
ago. Jazz always has a 'gotcha day' birthday. This year we'd all
been saddened to hear of the sudden death of her beautiful 11
year old companion Zac just before Jazz's special day.
I'm so glad that she's there to help Pamela and Roy cope without
Zac.

Dear Ros and Ruth,
I hope this finds you both well.
After a very difficult week
with the passing of Zac,
we finally had some bright
times last night with Jazz
turning 7. Yes it is now 6
years since Jazz came to
live with us. Although being
very depressed this week,
she loved her birthday treat
and was most enthusiastic.
For all the strange
behaviours Jazz had prior
to being with us, she is now
a very fine young lady with
great manners, the best
farter I have ever known,
and extremely loving.
We continue with Jazz on a great journey providing her with the
space to ensure a safe and caring environment.
Kindest regards
Roy & Pamela.

ROKI
Dear Ros,
Just a quick note to say that young Roki is coming along
fabulously.
He seems to have turned a
corner with his behaviour around
strangers...much happier and
more relaxed and his general
behaviour is kooky and playful
and very engaged. He interrupts
my work constantly in search of
play and affection which is just
fine. He's put on a little weight
but is still as fit as can be and
NO-ONE can believe he is seven!
Thanks for everything,
AJ & Roki
continued 
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RESCUE & RE-HOME UPDATE continued...
ALFIE
Alfie's mum died
unexpectedly, and he
needed a new home.
He
moved
from
Tassie to Sydney, and
has fitted in perfectly.

BAILEY
Jack is in WA and has had a few Vizslas now. They don't get
spoilt at his house at all! (Much!  )
Jack had previously lost a young Vizsla, tragically killed in an
accident, and so when
Lois said she had a sweet
girl
called
Bailey
we
recommended Jack get in
touch. It's hard to believe
that's 3 years ago!

Dear Ros,
Your newsletters are
amazing.

Hi Ros & Lois

Alfie has been at
the beach on Yorke
Peninsula for most of
March and April.

Couple of pics of Bailey
close to 3 years now since
re-home, she has settled in
very well & is going very well

Jo and I are so
fortunate to have
Alfie as our friend.

Jack

He had an absolute
ball going fishing,
crabbing and hunting
quail.

Want more information on our
RESCUE & RE-HOME process?
www.vizsla.org.au/rescue-rehome

Andy

BOOK REVIEW
Darling, I Love You
Daniel Ladinsky
Illustrated by Patrick McDonnell
I initially picked this up in a book store when I was looking for a birthday present for my husband...
nice, huh?  Then I saw the following - '...Poems from the Hearts of Our Glorious Mutts ....'
And 'A heartwarming collection of short verse celebrating our beloved pets and the wonder of life.'
About Ladinsky And McDonnell - 'internationally acclaimed poet and translator known for his
inspired, contemporary versions of works by Hafiz, Rumi, St. Francis of Assisi, and poet-saints
East and West. Patrick McDonnell is the venerated author, artist, and creator of the beloved MUTTS
comic strip. In Darling, I Love You these two artists have collaborated for the first time to create
a delightful, universal collection of sweet, welcome-to-the-moment poems about the essential
places animals and wonder hold in our lives and in our hearts, accompanied by line drawings of the illustrious MUTTS characters
that readers have come to know and love.'
Published by Penguin, this lovely book is a nice reflection of the 'love trade' between our dogs and ourselves. Nicely crafted
poetry speaks of those silent exchanges and rituals we grow to understand with our dogs. Just a nice read and one for the dog
section of the bookshelf.
Available from www.bookdepository.com - $20 free postage
20
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HEALTH MATTERS
One of the things the HVCNSW seeks to do is to provide supportive health
information and assist owners who want to understand more about the
health of their Vizsla. Many have been and continue to be grateful to our
Health Officer, Karyn Orzeszko, who provides science-based references
and confidential support.
Q: I recently found some unusual bruising on my dog after some play time at the dog park. My vet has said it
something called immune mediated thrombocytopaenia. Can you help me with more information?
A: Hi,
Sorry to 'meet' you under these circumstances. You did well to pick up on the bruising and get on to the problem ASAP. First
of all, I'm not a vet, so for further clarification you should talk to your own vet. No doubt you've visited "Dr Google" since the
diagnosis, so I hope his background & answers are useful.
Immune-mediated thrombocytopenia (IMT) is a fairly common blood disorder in dogs, so it is seen in most breeds. It can be
idiopathic (we don't know the underlying cause), or can occur secondary to some cancers (like lymphoma or haemangiosarcoma),
occur in association with some infections, or be induced by certain drugs. We are aware of IMT occurring in a few Aussie Vizslas,
and several years ago in the Club newsletter wrote a little about it and other immune-mediated disorders and the research that
was being undertaken into them at the time.
Normally the immune system acts like knights on white horses and it goes into battle against foreign invaders, such as bacteria
and viruses. In immune-mediated disease instead of targeting invading proteins the immune system is directed against specific
parts of the body. In ITP the platelets - which are also called thrombocytes - are the target. In other immune-mediated diseases
there are different targets; eg the red blood cells (causes immune-mediated haemolytic anaemia), components of the skin
(various skin conditions), certain cells in the pancreas (causes diabetes)... and so on.
IMT (& IMHA) is more common in some breeds than in others, so it is understood that some dogs, or families within a breed
may be genetically predisposed to develop autoimmune disease. It is not something we are currently able to test for. Generally,
immune-mediated conditions occur as a result of the combination of genes that increase the risk of the condition, and the
environment - you need both; the genes (may be multiple interactions) load the gun so to speak, and something in the environment
acts as a trigger. What the genetic background or risk is we do not know, and nor do we know what triggers might be (sounds
like we don't know a lot, but then, we don't have a cure for the 'common cold', either 😉). 
With the recent developments in genetic technologies, immune-mediated diseases are an area where quite a bit of research is
being undertaken mainly because dogs are seen as a potential model for human disease (they share our environment, and their
genetics by virtue of purebred breeding, means we have increased chances of finding genetic associations or links). Immunemediated conditions are complex diseases, and one of the complicating factors in unravelling them is that any genes that
increase the risk of disease may also be found in individuals that do not develop disease because they have not encountered
the required trigger (so this muddies our ability to find gene differences between "affected" dogs and "control", or non-affected
cases).
An example I have used in the past to illustrate this gene-environment relationship is itchy-scratchy dogs (atopic dogs). A
number of Australian Vizslas are allergic to eucalyptus trees. Had these Vizslas grown up where there are few to no gum trees
(UK, Europe, Canada...), their allergy to gum trees may never have become evident. Even if this were a common inherited
predisposition for Vizslas throughout the world, there are a great many Vizslas who will never be exposed to eucalypts, and thus
any such predisposition would never be known.
It is usually recommended you do not breed from affected dogs. This linky includes info regarding breeding recommendations;
http://discoveryspace.upei.ca/cidd/disorder/immune-mediated-thrombocytopenia
and this is some info on research for markers of canine immune-mediated disease;
http://www.vin.com/apputil/content/defaultadv1.aspx?id=5328338&pid=11349
Treatment and tapering of this will depend on your Vizsla's response. Doses will initially be a "standard" one, and then tailored
according to response. A bit like taking 2 paracetamol for your headache. For many people that works, but for others half a
tablet is fine, or they do better on aspirin or ibuprofen (or like me, should not take ibuprofen). A good dialogue with your vet will
be essential -- so you know what to expect, and at what point you are to report in. And just like there is more than one headache
tablet on the market, there is more than one immunosuppressive drug available. So if things aren't working for you and your
Vizsla, let your vet know so you can look at alternatives.
All the best to you and your Vizsla -- I hope they recover uneventfully.
Regards,
Karyn O

Have a question for Karyn? Email her at hvcnsw_healthofficer@vizsla.org.au
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CONGRATULATIONS
to our breed’s new

PHOTO SUPPLIED

‘Kaos’

Sup Ch Graebrook Kausin Kaos et tdx
(Ch Shaunuff Dominic (ai) x Sup Ch Graebrook Shushienae TD ET)
Whelped March 13, 2013
Owned & Bred by Lois & Cinnamon Clark, Graebrook Kennels
7 x Best in Specialty Show (Vizsla) | 2 x Runner Up in Specialty Show (1 Vizsla, 1 Gundog)
5 x Best Exhibit in Group | 7 x Runner Up Best in Group | 13 x Class In Show | 20 x Class in Group
Conformation Title March 2014 | Endurance Title May 2015 | Grand Champion Title July 2016
TD Title August 2016 | TDX Title July 2017

HUNGARIAN VIZSLA SUPREME CHAMPION ROLL OF HONOUR
Sup
Sup
Sup
Sup
Sup
Sup
Sup
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Ch
Ch
Ch
Ch
Ch
Ch
Ch

Hanabrit Ponting The Way (Imp UK)
Hubertus Onthe Avenue
Graebrook Lord Ofscandal
Graebrook Shushienae ET
Hubertus Rodeo Drive (ai)
Hanafor Magdari Denzel
Gamecall Emerge

Owned
Owned
Owned
Owned
Owned
Owned
Owned

& bred by
& bred by
& bred by
by Julie &
& bred by
& bred by
& bred by

Fay Harris
Agnes Pali
Lois & Cinnamon Clark, Graebrook Kennels
Craig Wills
Agnes Pali
Fay Harris
John & Sian Hine

2012
2013
2014
2015
2015
2015
2017
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BAYVIEW PICNIC
I can only remember two occasions that the winter weather gods didn't bless the Vizsla day at Bayview. One was so bad we
postponed!
But the first Sunday in June 2017 once again treated us to warm sunshine, gentle breezes, and Vizslas in abundance!
I gave up trying to count in the end, but I think that there were at least 40 Vizslas invading the sand spit at Bayview, ranging in
age from just a few months through to senior citizens. I am always amazed at the way in which it is so normal for people to drive
hours to attend a public venue where there is no need to be other than the companionship of other Vizlsas and their owners.
We meet each year with hugs and greetings, and also cuddle each others' dogs. We comment on how well the DOGS look,
exclaim over new puppies and new family members, and tell each other what they've been up to. We smile contentedly as we
watch them cavort in the sand and swim in the winter water. We grumble about the pushy dogs of 'other breeds', and share our
treats with all the red dogs, and even the occasional Labrador garbage bin...
And after a few hours, we say our farewells - 'see you next year!'
It's a warm and happy day, in many many ways.
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CONGRATULATIONS
to our breed’s new
A
M
H
C
P
L
ION
A
U
D

‘Rosza’

Dual Champion (T) Kenoz Rosze Gold (ai)
(Hookside Albi [UK] x Ch Kenozarora Krani [Imp UK])
Whelped November 26, 2012 | Owned by Pat Hallam | Bred by Cathy & Rich Austin
Conformation Champion 2017 | Tracking Dog 2015 | Tracking Dog Excellent 2016 | Tracking Champion 2017

HUNGARIAN VIZSLA DUAL CHAMPION ROLL
1984 Dual Ch Mindenday Zsa Zsa [Imp UK] [F]

Warren & Kerry McKay, Qld

1987 Dual Ch Hanafor Vitez Tobias [F[

Warren & Kerry McKay, Qld

1989 Ch & FT Ch Hanafor Elszant Nandi

Donald Urquhart, Vic

1991 Dual Ch Hanafor Nyari Tama [F] UD

Ben & Marlene Rankin, Vic

1994 Dual Ch Weitwood Gold Nizmo [O]
Dual Ch Hanafor Royal Quest [F] UD
Dual Ch Hanafor Ashburton [O]

Anne Salisbury, NSW
Ben & Marlene Rankin, Vic
Anne Salisbury, NSW

1995 Dual Ch Hanafor Wychton Winston [O]

Anne Salisbury, NSW

1996 Dual Ch Hanafor Miss Wickford [O] **
Dual Ch Agasvari Draga Kincs [O]

Jo Carter, NSW
Phyl Berry, NSW

2000 Dual Ch [O] Hanafor Vari Arabella

Maryke Heemskerk, NSW

Ruth Brooks, NSW
Sue Turner, NSW
Chris Lim, Vic

2009 Dual Ch [O] Vizamy Ebony TD
Dual Ch [T] Hubertus Glenfiddich ET
		

Judy Dunston, NSW
Shane Baker &
Agnes Pali, Vic

2010 Dual Ch [T] Belabartok Always Hattie CCD ET
Dual Ch [T] Kimlise Verdi Chardy
Dual Ch [T] Gamefinder Firebird CD JD
Dual Ch [Ag] Hanafor Rousel Vieri UG RRD
CDX ADM ADO JDM JDO SPDM GDM SDM RN

Tracey Knox, NSW
Narelle Vale, NSW
Sue Turner, NSW
Lara Sedgmen, ACT
Sylvia Staples &
Melinda Taylor, NSW
Jo Washington-King
Tracey Knox, NSW
Pat Hallam, NSW

2013 Dual Ch [T] Kooloomurt Conda Ari ET

Craig & Julie Wills

2001 Dual Ch [T] Hanafor Phyn Phillida CDX

Pat Starnovsky, NSW

2002 Dual Ch [O] Hanafor Huxley Murrell TD **
Dual Ch [T] Hanafor Benbold Tamara CDX **

Anne Salisbury, NSW
Kathryn Cisera, Vic

2012 Dual Ch [T] Gamecall Bellbrook Georgiana
		
Dual Ch [T] Abbiestar Caisse Depargne RN
Dual Ch [T] Hanafor The Xtrovert
Dual Ch [T] Shotfall Breunor JD ET

2003 Dual Ch [T] Eicol The Assassin CD ET
Dual Ch [T] Hubertus Touch Of Gold ET

Tracey Knox, NSW
VivieneTemple, Vic

2015 Dual Ch [T] Graebrook Magic Spell

Tracey Knox, NSW

2004 Dual Ch [F] Hubertus Easy Rider

Mark Huehn, Vic

2005 Dual Ch [T] Hanafor Seint Edgar CDX **
Dual Ch [T] Hanafor Rousel Papagena AD JD

Anne Salisbury, NSW
Ruth Brooks, NSW

2016 Dual Ch [T] Gr Ch Vincentoria Visionaire RN ET
Dual Ch [T] Tanashka Vadosz Amber CCD RN

Fowkes
Marg Moloney

2006 Dual Ch [O] Sagax Run For The Roses
Dual Ch [F] Hubertus Pannoniai Ekes (IID) NRD
		
Dual Ch [T] Wimballah Mr Shadowshift UD **
Dual Ch [T] Vizamy Topaz CDX
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2008 Dual Ch [T] Gyldan Trad Sirena
Dual Ch [T] Gamefinder Pyrotechnic
Dual Ch [T] Hubertus Sugar And Spice

Leeanne Trotter, Vic
Garry Ponzio &
Agnes Pali, Vic
Chris Wittick, Vic
Jo Carter, NSW
** These dogs went on to become Triple Champions
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HVCNSW 6th RATG 2017
It's now six years since the HVC NSW held its first RATG in the Southern Highlands at the Blue Circle grounds in Berrima. The
trial has become known as a friendly fun trial, with great organisation and catering!
On May 21st this year ex Vizsla owner/breeder Michelle Auld was the judge for a total entry of 23 gundogs, including 3 Vizslas
owned by Dale Cameron, Sue Turner and Lara Sedgmen. There was also an Hungarian Wirehaired Vizlsa entered, owned by
Judy Dunston.
Trial Manager Narelle Vale reported "We all enjoyed perfect weather on the day and this added to a delightful and enjoyable
experience for competitors and their dogs. Lunch was again supplied for all competitors and workers at the completion of all
runs. Being able to all sit around together after watching beautiful dogs working as they are bred, enjoying a yummy lunch in
beautiful sunshine, who could ask for more."

RESULTS
Judge: Ms Michelle Auld

May 21, 2017

NOVICE
1st Lionsfield Lord Albert Attwell (Golden Retriever) (K Lemmart)
2nd One Shining Hero (Imp Swe) (Flat Coated Retriever) (K Blair)
3rd Ch Tarlorise Ziggy Dancer (German Shorthaired Pointer) (C Forsyth)
OPEN
1st Trigolden Highland Dancer NRD ORA (Golden Retriever) (L Elliott)
2nd Ch Tealpoint Yoda Luke Skywalker CCX RA NRA ORA (Germans Shorthaired Pointer) (J Forsyth)
3rd Firebush Eternal Greace ORA QND RN (Flat Coated Retriever) (W Frew)

AUDREY PACKS
LIGHT FOR TWO
WEEKS - I'M
JUST OFF FOR
THE WEEKEND!
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CONGRATULATIONS
to our breed’s new
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‘Lyra’

Dual Ch (T) Graebrook Daemon
(Dual Ch (Ag) Hanafor Rousel Vieri ud rrd cdx adm ado jdm jdo gdm sdm spdm ora rae td x Ch Graebrook Superstition)
Whelped November 18, 2013 | Owned by Ruth Brooks | Bred by Graebrook Kennels
Conformation Champion September 2015 | Tracking Dog June 2016
Tracking Dog Excellent July 2016 | Tracking Champion June 2017

HUNGARIAN VIZSLA DUAL CHAMPION ROLL
1984 Dual Ch Mindenday Zsa Zsa [Imp UK] [F]

Warren & Kerry McKay, Qld

1987 Dual Ch Hanafor Vitez Tobias [F[

Warren & Kerry McKay, Qld

1989 Ch & FT Ch Hanafor Elszant Nandi

Donald Urquhart, Vic

1991 Dual Ch Hanafor Nyari Tama [F] UD

Ben & Marlene Rankin, Vic

1994 Dual Ch Weitwood Gold Nizmo [O]
Dual Ch Hanafor Royal Quest [F] UD
Dual Ch Hanafor Ashburton [O]

Anne Salisbury, NSW
Ben & Marlene Rankin, Vic
Anne Salisbury, NSW

1995 Dual Ch Hanafor Wychton Winston [O]

Anne Salisbury, NSW

1996 Dual Ch Hanafor Miss Wickford [O] **
Dual Ch Agasvari Draga Kincs [O]

Jo Carter, NSW
Phyl Berry, NSW

2000 Dual Ch [O] Hanafor Vari Arabella

Maryke Heemskerk, NSW

Ruth Brooks, NSW
Sue Turner, NSW
Chris Lim, Vic

2009 Dual Ch [O] Vizamy Ebony TD
Dual Ch [T] Hubertus Glenfiddich ET
		

Judy Dunston, NSW
Shane Baker &
Agnes Pali, Vic

2010 Dual Ch [T] Belabartok Always Hattie CCD ET
Dual Ch [T] Kimlise Verdi Chardy
Dual Ch [T] Gamefinder Firebird CD JD
Dual Ch [Ag] Hanafor Rousel Vieri UG RRD
CDX ADM ADO JDM JDO SPDM GDM SDM RN

Tracey Knox, NSW
Narelle Vale, NSW
Sue Turner, NSW
Lara Sedgmen, ACT
Sylvia Staples &
Melinda Taylor, NSW
Jo Washington-King
Tracey Knox, NSW
Pat Hallam, NSW

2013 Dual Ch [T] Kooloomurt Conda Ari ET

Craig & Julie Wills

2001 Dual Ch [T] Hanafor Phyn Phillida CDX

Pat Starnovsky, NSW

2002 Dual Ch [O] Hanafor Huxley Murrell TD **
Dual Ch [T] Hanafor Benbold Tamara CDX **

Anne Salisbury, NSW
Kathryn Cisera, Vic

2012 Dual Ch [T] Gamecall Bellbrook Georgiana
		
Dual Ch [T] Abbiestar Caisse Depargne RN
Dual Ch [T] Hanafor The Xtrovert
Dual Ch [T] Shotfall Breunor JD ET

2003 Dual Ch [T] Eicol The Assassin CD ET
Dual Ch [T] Hubertus Touch Of Gold ET

Tracey Knox, NSW
VivieneTemple, Vic

2015 Dual Ch [T] Graebrook Magic Spell

Tracey Knox, NSW

2004 Dual Ch [F] Hubertus Easy Rider

Mark Huehn, Vic

2005 Dual Ch [T] Hanafor Seint Edgar CDX **
Dual Ch [T] Hanafor Rousel Papagena AD JD

Anne Salisbury, NSW
Ruth Brooks, NSW

2016 Dual Ch [T] Gr Ch Vincentoria Visionaire RN ET
Dual Ch [T] Tanashka Vadosz Amber CCD RN

Fowkes
Marg Moloney

2006 Dual Ch [O] Sagax Run For The Roses
Dual Ch [F] Hubertus Pannoniai Ekes (IID) NRD
		
Dual Ch [T] Wimballah Mr Shadowshift UD **
Dual Ch [T] Vizamy Topaz CDX
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2008 Dual Ch [T] Gyldan Trad Sirena
Dual Ch [T] Gamefinder Pyrotechnic
Dual Ch [T] Hubertus Sugar And Spice

Leeanne Trotter, Vic
Garry Ponzio &
Agnes Pali, Vic
Chris Wittick, Vic
Jo Carter, NSW
** These dogs went on to become Triple Champions
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Photos of Lily and Fendi in their Snoozer
cave beds last issue caused some interest
as temperatures dropped around the states.
Quite a few people emailed and asked for
details on where to buy, etc.

Wilbur has one now
Roscoe is bigger than
he looks, and his mum
tried a size that wasn't
quite right, but he loves
it anyway

Some people like Ruby
& Indie's mum have bought
Snooza brand - now more
easily available in Australia
Molly and Rufus have
had them for a while

We know a lot of our
members are over achievers...
Callie made her own cave bed
for Sailor (Sailor and Dougie
had not been grateful enough
for their first cave bed and ate
it!)
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One thing we do know is
that there are a lot of comfy
Vizslas out there! Though I
hear that Lara's dogs tend
to lie on top rather than get
into the cave. They'd prefer to
have a GSP bed
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INTERNATIONAL

NEWS

UNITED KINGDOM
HUNGARIAN VIZSLA SOCIETY CHAMP SHOW: Held in April and judged by Tracey McDonald (Donurie HV's) the show
attracted a large entry - including a class of 22 in Limit Bitch class.
Tracey found her best of breed in Mrs Townsend's two year old Daxpack Risktaker Rainscote (Eng Sh Ch Ulurudawn Cardinal
Marker x Eng Sh Ch Russetmantle Georgette) handled by breeder Sara Barnard.
Reserve Best In Show was Shaun Layton's home bred three year old Sh Ch Layways Lana Del Ray (Eng Sh Ch Bitcon Barrier
Reef At Lowerdon x Layways Red Sky).
Reserve Dog was Anne Digby's was the 9 year old Eng Sh Ch Russetmantle Garcia At Alsziv (Ch/Eng Sh Ch Hungargunn Bear
Itn Mind [Imp Aust] x Russetmantle Bead), bred by the late Gay Gottlieb. Reserve Bitch was Maureen Wilks' Nicael Lola.
Best Puppy was Andronja's Stradale (Bitcon Bush Man x Andronja Sweet Sixteen JW).

UNITED STATES
VIZSLA CLUB OF AMERICA NATIONALS: Kathy Rust, judge of
our PM 25th Anniversary shows in 2016 was honoured to judge this
year's VCA Nationals held in Del Mar, California in the first week of May.
Her Best of Breed went to the 2½ year old dog Am Gr Ch Kelby Creek's
Wild Bill (Am Gr Ch Regal Point Pinnacle Of Kilauea JH x Am Gr Ch
Kebly Creek's Cleopatra Selene) bred by Mary Gaudio and co-owned
by Sue Muir.
Best of Winners was 1 year old Kelby Creek And Eastwind's Over The
Moon (Am Gr Ch/Can Gr Int Ch Reanaissance Kiss's Casanova JH x
Am Gr Ch Kelby Creek's Rosetta Almondine) owned by Gordon & Gale
Shay and Mary Gaudio and bred by Mary Gaudio and Sue Muir.
Best of Opposite Sex was Gr Ch Baroque Eastwind's Cool Runnings
(Am Gr Ch/Can Gr, Int Ch Reanaissance Kiss's Casanova JH x Am Gr
Ch Kelby Creek's Spirit Of Kilauea JH NAVHDA NA PzII) owned by Kristy
Emery and bred by Gale & Tom Shay and Greg & Dennise Dutson.
28
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Made by Me
bespoke

pure wool sweaters

Handknitted to fit your particular medium size dog.
Sourced from the Southern Highlands of NSW in pure Australian crepe wool.
Machine washable on delicate cycle. Cable or with back pocket.
Keeping Metropolis Vizslas cosy for more than 10 years. Testimonials from
others available.
Limited numbers, a range of colours. $120 including postage within Australia.
Contact Robyn 0410604238 (m) or email metropolisvizslas@gmail.com

PAID ADVERTISEMENT
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VALE

Vizamy Rubienne ccd

‘Jaffa’
17.10.2007 - 01.06.2017
(Ch Hungargunn Hyperno x Vizamy Cedar)
Jaffa was born in Australia but went 'home' to the UK with Jean and Geoff in 2011.
Whilst here he'd taught Geoff about Obedience and had been part of the HVC NSW
Obedience Challenge team
Life was different in the UK - freedom to visit many places in a more dog-friendly
country. Trains, buses, underground, pubs, Admiralty House, to cheer at a Royal
wedding, Trooping of the Colour... Jaffa was a gentleman fit for all occasions.
Long walks on the public footpaths criss crossing the countryside and even carried
down a ladder once a year by Geoff to visit the shaft of Brunel tunnel.
Jean and Geoff are devastated at the sudden loss of Jaffa, the love of their lives.
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!

with Dogs Victoria]
Entries for both shows close Friday October 13, 2017

d to announce

Late entries will not be accepted

HUNGARIAN VIZSLA CLUB OF VICTORIA Inc.

PIONSHIP SHOWS

[Affiliated with Dogs Victoria]

! 4 AFTERNOON CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW
NOVEMBER, 2014
!

26TH Lane,
CHAMPIONSHIP
SHOW &
ition Centre,
Uniting
Bulla
on
TH

to be held at the Bulla Exhibition Centre, Uniting Lane, Bulla
on Sunday November 5th, 2017

Judges:
26th Champ Show - Mrs Fran Browning Cristina (Sth Africa)

Spencer Marx [USA] (AM)

Breed Classes & General Specials, Parade Of Veterans

4th Afternoon Championship Show - Mrs Connie Miller (USA)

Looby [VIC] (PM)

!

Breed Classes & General Specials, Special Classes

Classes to be judged:

GS (AM/PM)

4th PM Champ Show
Judging time 1.00pm

1,2,3,4,5,10,11,12,18
1a,2a,3a,4a,5a,10a,11a,12a,18a
Veterans Parade

1,2,3,4,5,10,11,18
1a,2a,3a,4a,5a,10a,11a,12a,18a

1 2 3 4 5 10 11 12

Entry fee per class per show:

CHES (AM/PM)

26th Champ Show
Judging time 9.00am

Breed Classes

Members
Non-members
Baby Puppies		
Veterans Parade

Catalogue:
ASS (AM/PM)

Pay with entries
18 18a
Available

Exhibit numbers:
DE (AM)
Entries to be accompanied

!

(PM)

Breed Classes

Members
Non-members
Baby Puppies		

1a 2a 3a 4a 5a 10a 11a 12a

Other classes:

Advertising:

$14
$19
$8

by fees can be sent to:

$14
$19
$8

No charge (please supply information on the dog with entry)
$5

Pay with entries

$5

$20 per page

Available

$20 per page

To be collected on day of show from Show Secretary
The Show Secretary, Mr C Wills
9 Almay Grove, Heidelberg, Victoria 3084
Ph 03 9455 3324 (no calls after 9pm)

Parent
and Progeny (min 2 progeny)
Cheques to be made payable to: The Hungarian Vizsla Club of Victoria Inc.
OR may be lodged online via http://www.easydogentries.com
Entries will not be accepted without fees. Late entries will not be accepted.

hvcv.com.
Entries will
close
onMemorial
10 Trophy
October
Special prizes:
Ch Graebrook Dzina Mzooni Memorial
Napkelti
Vadasz Elod
for BIS Gr 2014
Trophy for BIS
AB Trophy for Australian Bred In Show
etary, Mr C Wills, 9 Almay
Heidelberg Sash
Victoria
3084
for all In Show
awards.
Sash for allGrove,
In Show awards
Trophy list incomplete
Trophy list incomplete
4 (no calls after 9pm)(refer to catalogue for full details)
(refer to catalogue for full details)
Presentation of trophies ringside at
conclusion of judging

Presentation of trophies ringside
To be held under the Rules and Regulations
of the VCA. A copy may be perused at
the office of the Show Secretary. Veterans
Parade to be held after breed classes and
before General Specials
In the event of forecast extreme weather and
invoking of Dogs Victoria’s Extreme Weather
Policy, please refer to the Hungarian Vizsla
Club of Victoria Facebook Page for advice.
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FINAL SCORES FOR POINTSCORE COMPETITIONS
running 1st July 2016 to 30th June 2017

Competitions open to all Hungarian Vizslas in Australia

ROZSDA CATHARINA MEMORIAL TROPHY
WINNERS 2016-2017
Congratulations to Lois and Cinnamon Clark and 'Kaos', Sup Ch Graebrook Kausin Kaos TD ET and to
Alison Cox and 'Poppy', Graebrook Colour Me Happy for winning the Best Dog and Best Bitch respectively,
in the Rozsda Catharina Memorial Trophy pointscore competition for 2016-2017. This is the fourth consecutive
year for Kaos.
Rozsda Catharina (‘Caddy’) was bred and owned by Drs Rob and Amanda Auricht of South Australia. Following
the loss of Caddy at a young age, the Aurichts offered a memorial trophy in her name for conformation exhibits.
The Rozsda Catharina Memorial Trophy has been awarded annually since 1990/1991 for Best Dog and Best
Bitch in Australia. The Aurichts sponsored this pointscore competition for 19 years, and the trophy is now
proudly sponsored by the HVCNSW Inc.
DOGS
Sup Ch Graebrook Kausin Kaos TD ET

Graebrook Kennels

Ch Hanafor The Enforcer (ai)

Harris & Stading

Ch Riversby Baisel Banjo CCD

Roos

Sup Ch Hanafor Magdari Denzel

Harris

Ch Zisunka Ace High RN TD

Robinson

10 + 12 + 9 + 8 + 15 + 9 + 13 + 8 + 8 + 13 =

105

7+7+8+7+7+8+7+7+8+8=

85

7+7+7+7+7=

35

7+7+8=

22

7=

7

BITCHES
Graebrook Colour Me Happy

Alison Cox

6 + 6 + 6 + 6 + 6 + 6 + 6 + 6 + 9 + 25 =

82

Ch Gamecall Rhythm Of the Waves RN

Morris

8 + 6 + 6 + 6 + 8 + 8 + 6 + 11 + 9 + 6 =

74

Gr Ch Hanafor Alspice Wroxton

Harris & Stading

6+6+6+8+7+7+7+7+7+7=

68

Kenoz Rocks Lady Marmalade (AI)

Austin

7+6+6+6+6+6+6+7+7+8=

65

Eszti Kesha Cupcake Kate

Wordsworth

8+8+8+7+7+8+7+7=

60

Dual Ch [T] Tanashka Vadosz Amber CCD TSD RE

Moloney

7+7+6+6+6+6+7+6=

51

Ch Hanafor Alspice Cheney

Lombardo

6+6+7+7+6+6+6+6=

50

Ch Graebrook Imagine

Graebrook Kennels

9 + 9 + 9 + 9 + 10 =

46

Riversby De Laicee Laine

Ward

7+7+7+8=

29

Kenoz Rocks Red Corvette (AI)

Rock

6+6=

12

Tanashka Nemes Ilka

Barnard

9=

9

Graebrook River Monster (AI)

Graebrook Kennels

9=

9

Calsdreamin All About The Base

Roos

7=

7

The HVCNSW Inc.

KIAI MEMORIAL AGILITY TROPHY WINNER 2016-17
in memory of Ch. Aranyoz Gyors Galen A.D., N.R.D., R.R.D. (‘Kiai’)

"Kiai" was the first agility titled Hungarian Vizsla in Australia. He was bred by Warren and Kerry McKay
(Queensland), and owned by Michelle Auld and John Taylor in New South Wales. The Kiai Memorial Agility
Trophy has been awarded annually since 2000/2001, with the HVCNSW Inc. sponsoring the trophy from
2005/2006.
Congratulations to Lara Sedgmen and ‘Dublin’, Ch Graebrook Dublin Rogue RN ORA ADX ADO JDM
JDO GDX SD SPD on winning the Kiai Memorial Agility Trophy for 2016-17. This is their second consecutive
year and Dublin is following in his sire's footsteps.
Ch Graebrook Dublin Rogue RN ORA ADX ADO JDM JDO GDX SD SPD

Lara Sedgmen

Hanafor Bajari Smooth Sailing

DevineHurchison

34.53 + 36.80 + 33.89 + 33.74 + 33.96 =

172.92

17.41 =

17.41

continued
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Competitions open to HVCNSW members only
The HVCNSW Inc Obedience Pointscore

NIZMO MEMORIAL TROPHY WINNER 2016-2017
Perpetual Shield donated by Anne Salisbury for the top trialling Vizsla

Commenced in 2004/5 in memory of Dual Ch Weitwood Gold Nizmo [O], Australia's first Ch & Obedience
Champion Hungarian Vizsla. At that time, Obedience Champion also required the dog to gain his TDX Tracking title.
Congratulations to Andrea Robinson and ‘Ace’, Ch Zisunka Ace High RN TD on winning the Nizmo Memorial
Trophy.
Ch Zisunka Ace High RN TD

Andrea Robinson

Ch Shaunuff High Society RN CCD

Carter

187 + 180 =

367

93 + 91 + 94 =

278

Zisunka Bronte CCD RA ET
Ciganyoz Enya

Smyth

186 =

186

Turner

96 + 86 =

182

POINTSCORE COMPETITIONS
Progressive scores received to 30.06.2017

For all comps, results are to reach the Pointscore Keeper within one month of the show or trial.
Send to: Karyn Orzeszko, by email: hvcnsw_pointscore@vizsla.org.au
Or by post c/- 586 Mulwaree Drive, Tallong NSW 2579

Competitions open to all Hungarian Vizslas in Australia
Competitions running 1st January, 2017 - 31st December, 2017

HANAFOR FIELD TRIAL TROPHY
donated by Faye Harris
No entrants yet.

HANAFOR RETRIEVING TRIAL TROPHY
donated by Faye Harris
Ch Habanero Grof No Remy CDX RA RRD ORA

Phoenix

Ch Graebrook Dublin Rogue RN ORA ADX ADO JDM JDO GDX SD SPD

Sedgmen

7=

7

2+2=

4

3+3+3=

9

Competitions open to HVCNSW members only
Competition running 1st January, 2017 - 1st October, 2017
The HVCNSW Inc. Tracking Pointscore

The WICK MEMORIAL TROPHY
donated by Jo Carter for the top tracking Vizsla
Ch Zisunka Ace High RN TD

Robinson

Ciganyoz Enya

Turner

Dual Ch [T] Graebrook Daemon

Brooks

4+4=

8

3=

3

Visit our Cafe Press store for useful items like
travel mugs and water bottles with
Vizsla-related designs - practical
gifts for a friend or yourself!
Profits go to the Club's
breed welfare program.

w w w . c a f e p r e s s . c o m / v i z s l a _ s t o r e
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SHOW, OBEDIENCE, AGILITY & TRACKING RESULTS
Please take care with your information. When sending results to the editor for publication please send within one
month of the date of the event and include:
Your dog’s registered name
Date of show
Affiliate’s correct name
Judge’s name (and State if possible)
Show Results: As above plus (at least) Challenge (with points and BOB points separately) and Best of Breed
Obedience & Agility Results etc: As above plus class, score, placing if applicable (NQ results will not normally
be published) and SCT for agility results. Other than for Capital State Royals and Specialties, only results of
exhibits where all registered owners are members of the HVCNSW Inc. will be published.
Thanks,

NEW SOUTH WALES

Gr Ch Hanafor Alspice Wroxton

Hawkesbury District Agricultural Championship Show

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Ros

BCC(6) RUBOB

5.5.17 - Judge: Mr F Hession (NSW)
Geraldton & Districts KC
Gen Sp Judge: Mr E Pickering (NSW)
20.5.17 - Judge: Mr D Staines (Qld)
Minor Puppy Bitch
st
BCC BOB (6/6)
BCC (6) BOB Kenoz Rocks Red Corvette (ai) (Rock)
1 Belabartok Classic Tia Maria (Vale)
Puppy In Group
Minor in Group | MINOR IN SHOW
21.5.17 - Judge: Mrs Helen Beasley (NSW)
Bathurst & District Kennel Club
Kenoz Rocks Red Corvette (ai) (Rock)
BCC BOB (6/6)
12.5.2017 - Judge: Mr Andi Mudono (Indonesia)
Puppy In Group | PUPPY IN SHOW
Belabartok Classic Tia Maria (Vale)
BCC (6) BOB
13.5.2017 - Judge: Mrs Sue Impey (South Africa)
Belabartok Classic Tia Maria (Vale)
BCC (6) BOB
14.5.2017 - Judge: Mrs Olga Gagne (Canada)
Belabartok Classic Tia Maria (Vale)

BCC (6) BOB

Cootamundra All Breeds Kennel Club

RATG
NEW SOUTH WALES
United Retriever Club of NSW

14.5.17 - Judge: Ms D Lee (VIC)
Riversby Sukaan Shiraz (Robinson)

Baby Puppy In Group 8.10.16 - Novice Judge: Ms S Turner
1st Ch Graebrook Dublin Rogue RN AD ADO JDX JDO GDX SD
Nor-West Canine Association Inc
SPD (Sedgmen)
91/100
24.6.17 - Judge: Mrs L Thomas-Van Der Weide (NSW)
Southern Highlands Kennel & Obedience Club
Belabartok Classic Tia Maria (ai) (Vale)
BCC(6) BOB
15.10.16 - Novice Judge: Ms P Lyons
Parramatta & Districts All Breed Kennel Club Inc
1st Ch Graebrook Dublin Rogue RN AD ADO JDX JDO GDX SD
SPD (Sedgmen)
93/100
25.6.17 - Judge: Dr J Montgomery (ACT)
Belabartok Classic Tia Maria (ai) (Vale)
BCC(6) BOB Open Judge: Mr P Serle
Ch Graebrook Dublin Rogue RN AD ADO JDX JDO GDX SD SPD
Penrith Kennel & Obedience Club Inc
(Sedgmen)
77/100
8.7.17 - Blue Show Judge: Mrs K Eldred (NSW)
16.10.16
Open
Judge:
Ms
P
Lyons
Belabartok Classic Tia Maria (ai) (Vale)
BCC BOB (7/7)
		
Minor Puppy in Group Ch Graebrook Dublin Rogue RN AD ADO JDX JDO GDX SD SPD
(Sedgmen)
89/100
Red Show Judge: Mr N Strathdee (NSW)
Belabartok Classic Tia Maria (ai) (Vale)
BCC BOB (7/7)

AGILITY

Sutherland Shire All Breeds Kennel Club Inc.
16.7.17 - Judge: Ms J Van Dinter (WA)
Belabartok Classic Tia Maria (ai) (Vale)

TASMANIA

BCC(6)/BOB

NEW SOUTH WALES
Goulburn Dog Training Club

26.3.17 - Excellent Strategic Pairs Judge: Mr A Roach (NSW)
SCT: 62
18.3.17 - AM Show - Judge: Mrs J Hocking (Vic)
1st Ch Graebrook Dublin Rogue RN ORA ADX ADO JDM JDO
Kenoz Rockstar Blues(ai) TDX (Hallam)
DCC BOB (6/6)
GDX SD SPD (Sedgmen)
47.30
PM Show - Judge: Mrs S Shrigley (Tas)
Excellent Snooker Judge: Mr A Roach (NSW)
SCT: 75s
Kenoz Rockstar Blues (ai) TDX (Hallam)
DCC BOB (6/6) 3rd Ch Graebrook Dublin Rogue RN ORA ADX ADO JDM JDO
GDX SD SPD (Sedgmen)
55.98s & 47pts
Tasmanian Ladies Kennel Club
Brighton Kennel Club Inc

26.3.17 - Judge: Mr R Stoate (Vic)
Kenoz Rockstar Blues (ai) TDX (Hallam)
Kenoz Rozse Gold (ai) TDX (Hallam)
Derwent KC

Kyeamba Kennel & Training Club
DCC RUBOB (6/6) 30.4.17 - Open Jumping Judge: Dr Le Hammer (NSW)
BCC BOB (6/7)
SCT: 42s
State Bred in Group 4th Ch Graebrook Dublin Rogue RN ADX ADO JDM JDO GDX SD
SPD (Sedgmen)
41.02

Novice Jumping 600 Judge: Dr L Hammer (NSW)
8.4.17 - Judge: Mr A Bradshaw (NZ)
st
Ch Hanafor The Enforcer (ai)
DCC BOB(6/7/15) 1 Ch Zisunka Ace High RN (Robinson)
Runner-up Best Exhibit In Group | Intermediate in Group
continued
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6.5.17 -

TRACKING

1st

NEW SOUTH WALES

Shoalhaven Dog Training Club
Master Jumping Judge: Mr P Westwood (NSW)
SCT: 50s
Ch Graebrook Dublin Rogue RN ADX ADO JDM JDO GDX SD
SPD (Sedgmen)
45.54

AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL TERRITORY
ACT Companion Dog Club

Maitland and Kurri Dog Training Club
4.6.17 - Judge: Karen Eaton
Ciganyoz Enya (Turner)

Metropolitan Mid-week Dog Training Club
15.4.17 - Open Jumping Judge: Mr Cam List (NZ)
SCT: 44s
15.6.17 - Judge: Graham Elven
Q Ch Graebrook Dublin Rogue RN ORA ADX ADO JDM JDO
GDX SD SPD (Sedgmen)
28.84 Ciganyoz Enya (Turner)

Track 1 Excellent

Track 2 Excellent

Master Jumping Judge: Mr Cam List (NZ)
SCT: 41s Metropolitan Mid-week Dog Training Club
3rd Ch Graebrook Dublin Rogue RN ORA ADX ADO JDM JDO
20.7.17 - Judge: Tiki Friezer
GDX SD SPD (Sedgmen)
38.31 Ciganyoz Enya RN (Turner)
Track 3 Excellent
Master Agility AM Judge: Ms Leanne Davis (NSW) SCT: 62s
Newcastle All Breeds Training Club
6th Ch Graebrook Dublin Rogue RN ORA ADX ADO JDM JDO
GDX SD SPD (Sedgmen)
49.06 23.7.17 - Judge: Tracey Knox
Dual Ch (T) Graebrook Daemon (Brooks)
T & S Test 1 Good
Excellent Strategic Pairs Judge: Ms Leanne Davis (NSW)
Dual Ch (T) Gyldan Trad Sirena CD ADX JDC GD SPD SD
SCT: 62s
(Brooks)
T & S Test 1 Very Good
3rd Ch Graebrook Dublin Rogue RN ORA ADX ADO JDM JDO
GDX SD SPD (Sedgmen)
2.01

VICTORIA

Master Agility PM Judge: Mr Cam List (NZ)
SCT: 60s
4th Ch Graebrook Dublin Rogue RN ORA ADX ADO JDM JDO
The Golden Retriever Club VIC
GDX SD SPD (Sedgmen)
49.75
20.5.17 - Judge: Mr Peter Miller (VIC)
16.4.17 - Master Jumping AM Judge: Barbara Brown (ACT)
Ch Zisunka Ace High RN (Robinson)
Track 2 Very Good
SCT: 39s
20.5.17 - Judge: Mr Gary Fainges (VIC)
2nd Ch Graebrook Dublin Rogue RN ORA ADX ADO JDM JDO
Ch Zisunka Ace High RN (Robinson)
Track 3 Very Good
GDX SD SPD (Sedgmen)
38.03
Master Jumping PM Judge: Mr Cam List (NZ)
SCT: 46s The Tracking Club of Victoria (Broadford Open Tracking Trial)
5th Ch Graebrook Dublin Rogue RN ORA ADX ADO JDM JDO
8.7.17 - Judge: Mr Peter Miller (Vic)
GDX SD SPD (Sedgmen)
41.77 Ch Zisunka Ace High RN TD (Robinson)
Belconnen Dog Obedience Club

Track 4 Very Good

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

24.4.17 - Master Agility Judge: Lucy Williams
SCT: 60s
1st Ch Graebrook Dublin Rogue RN ORA ADX ADO JDM JDO
Trackwest
GDX SD SPD (Sedgmen)
45.39
5.7.17 - Judge: Valeta Pethrick
Kenoz Rocks Red Corvette (AI) (Rock)
ACT Gundog Society
20.5.17 - Open Agility Judge: Ms Helen Mosslar
SCT: 61
2nd Ch Graebrook Dublin Rogue RN ORA ADX ADO JDM JDO
GDX SD SPD (Sedgmen)
38.43

TASMANIA

Tracking Club of Tasmania
Masters Gamblers Judge: Ms Helen Mosslar
SCT: 60
26.05.17 - Judge: D Chrystal (Vic)
2nd Ch Graebrook Dublin Rogue RN ORA ADX ADO JDM JDO
Ch Kenoz Rozse Gold (AI) TDX (Hallam)
GDX SD SPD (Sedgmen)
55.71 & 65pts
03.06.17 - Judge: J Pillinger (Vic)
ACT Companion Dog Club
Ch Kenoz Rozse Gold (AI) TDX (Hallam)
23.5.17 - Open Jumping Judge: Ms Helen Mosslar
SCT: 30
Tasmanian Dog Training Club
Ch Graebrook Dublin Rogue RN ORA ADX ADO JDM JDO GDX
SD SPD (Sedgmen)
20.76 16.07.17 - Judge: Mrs L Klecka (Vic)
Dual Ch (T) Kenoz Rozse Gold (ai) ( Hallam)
EPIC - ADVANCE DOG SPORTS EXTRAVAGANZA
8.7.17 8th

Excellent Snooker Judge: Ms Jenny Taylor (NSW)
SCT: 60s
Ch Graebrook Dublin Rogue RN ORA ADX ADO JDM JDO
GDX SD SPD (Sedgmen)
46.87s & 44pts

Track 1 Good

Track 7 Pass
Track 8 Good

T & S Test 1 Good

RALLY 0
NEW SOUTH WALES

Master Jumping Judge: Ms Jenny Taylor (NSW)
SCT: 41s
2nd Ch Graebrook Dublin Rogue RN ORA ADX ADO JDM JDO
Hills Dog Club
GDX SD SPD (Sedgmen)
37.40s
13.5.17 - Novice Rally Judge: Sue Hutchinson
Master Gamblers Judge: Mr Dyson Beasley (NZ) SCT: 60sec st
1 Cignayoz Enya (Turner)
7th Ch Graebrook Dublin Rogue RN ORA ADX ADO JDM JDO
GDX SD SPD (Sedgmen)
59.11s & 63pts Penrith Kennel and Obedience Club
9.7.17 - Master Jumping Judge: Mr Dyson Beasley (NZ)
16.7.17 - Rally Novice Judge: Sue Fedoryschyn
SCT: 52s
3rd Ciganyoz Enya (Turner)
3rd Ch Graebrook Dublin Rogue RN ORA ADX ADO JDM JDO
GDX SD SPD (Sedgmen)
47.08

99 pts

87 pts

continued
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POINTSCORE COMPETITION RULES

Western Suburbs D.T.C.
30.7.17 - Novice Judge: S Turner
3rd Ch Graebrook Bennett CCD TDX (Staples)

97 pts

Rozsda Catharina Memorial Trophy Rules
Sponsored by the HVCNSW Inc for the Best Show Dog and Best
Show Bitch in Australia

OBEDIENCE

1. This competition is open to all Hungarian Vizslas living in Australia.

NEW SOUTH WALES

2. The winners will be the dog and bitch with the highest total from up
to ten (10) CC’s (Best in Group and Best of Breed wins not to count)
between 1st July and 30th June each year.

Hills Dogs Club

3. Higher CC’s may replace lower ones as they are gained.

13.5.17 - CCD Judge: Judith Walder
1st Ciganyoz Enya (Turner)
3rd Ch Graebrook Bennett TDX (Staples)

4. Results, giving date, show, judge, owner, dog’s name and CC points
awarded according to Vizslas of the same sex defeated are to reach the
Pointscore Keeper within one month of the show.

96 pts
92 pts

Sapphire Coast K & O Club Inc
10.6.17 - Open Judge: Mr C Giles (NSW)
4th Zisunka Bronte CD RA (Smyth)

186 pts

Albury & Border Kennel & Training Club
22.7.17 - Novice Judge: Mr R Probert (NSW)
1st Ch Zisunka Ace High RN TD (Robinson)

192 pts

5. Best in Group & Best in Show wins will not count - only Vizslas of the
same sex defeated.
6. Best of Breed Challenge Certificate winners should supply a copy of
the marked catalogue or full results so that the number of Vizslas of
the same sex defeated can be counted. Any person sending a Best of
Breed Certificate with no accompanying results shall only have 6 points
recorded. So please, send in your full results!
7. Closing date will be 14th July each year.

Western Suburbs D.T.C.

Kiai Memorial Trophy Rules

30.7.17 - Novice Judge: A Butler
2nd Dual Ch(T) Gamecall Bellbrook Georgiana CCD RN (Staples)
183 pts

Sponsored by the HVCNSW Inc. in memory of Ch Aranyoz Gyors
Galen AD NRD RRD (‘Kiai’)

AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL TERRITORY
ACT Companion Dog Club
4.6.17 - CCD Judge: Mr R Probert
2nd Ciganyoz Enya (Turner)

86 pts

EPIC Advance Dog Sports Etravaganza - ACTCA
9.7.17 - UD Judge: Mr R Butler (NSW)
2nd Bokezu Te Poro Time Teo CDX RN (Smyth)

183 pts

RETRIEVING

1. This competition is open to all main and limited registered Hungarian
Vizslas living in Australia.
2. Owners may submit qualifying scores from ANKC Agility and Jumping
trials conducted between 1st July and 30th June each year.
3. Points are calculated based on time under SCT, and a weighting
applied according to the class entered.
Novice class will be calculated as SCT less course time.
Excellent class will be calculated as SCT less course time x 1.25
Masters and Open class will be calculated as SCT less course time x 1.5.
For example; SCT = 60 secs. Course time = 45 secs.
In Novice class, the score is 60-45 = 15 points
In Masters class the score is (60-45) x 1.5 = 22.5 points, etc.
4. The highest total of points from the 5 best scores are included.
5. Higher scores may replace lower ones.

NEW SOUTH WALES

6. Details giving trial, class, judge, qualifying time, SCT, course length,
owner and dog's name to reach the Pointscore Keeper within one
month of the trial.

Working Gundog Club

7. Closing date will be 14th July each year.

24.6.17 - Novice - Judge: Wayne Outtrim
3rd Ch Graebrook Dublin Rogue RN ORA ADX ADO JDM JDO
GDX SD SPD (Sedgmen)
133.5 pts
Beginners - Judge: Wayne Outtrim
1st Ch Graebrook Dublin Rogue RN ORA ADX ADO JDM JDO
GDX SD SPD (Sedgmen)
91.5 pts
25.6.17 - Novice - Judge: Sandra Goldsmith
4th Ch Graebrook Dublin Rogue RN ORA ADX ADO JDM JDO
GDX SD SPD (Sedgmen)
142 pts

2017

TITLE PLAQUES
If your Vizsla has achieved an ANKC recognised title in the
past year, and you would like a HVC NSW plaque which
acknowledges that achievement, please ensure that you
forward a copy of your Title Certificate (as supplied by your
state canine registering body - eg DogsNSW) to the Secretary
for the attention of the Trophy Secretary as soon as possible,
and no later than October 1st.
36

The Nizmo Memorial Trophy Rules
Perpetual shield donated by Anne Salisbury for the Best HVCNSW
Member’s Obedience Dog
1. The competition will be open to Main or Limited Register Hungarian
Vizslas owned by members of the HVCNSW Inc.
2. Members may submit qualifying scores, and the winner will be the dog
with the highest total of three scores from regular obedience classes
gained between 1st July and 30th June each year.
3. Results may be replaced with higher scores throughout the year.
4. In the event of a tie, the count will include the next highest score
submitted.
5. Scores to reach the Pointscore Keeper within one month of the trial.
6. Copies of qualifying certificates will be required from the top scoring
(winning) dog.
7. Closing date will be 14th July each year.

Pointscore Keeper for all these pointscore competitions:
For all pointscore comps, results are to reach the Pointscore Keeper
within one month of the show or trial.
Send to: Karyn Orzeszko, by email: hvcnsw_pointscore@vizsla.org.au
Or by post c/- 586 Mulwaree Drive, Tallong, NSW 2579
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BREEDER listings
DISCLAIMER: The following breeders are merely breeders that are members of the HVC NSW Inc and may have
litters for sale. In providing you with their details, the HVC NSW Inc makes no representations as to the reputation
of any breeder or as to the soundness or suitability of any puppy you may decide to acquire is healthy, sound and
meets your requirements. HVC NSW Inc accepts no responsibility in respect of the information contained on this
list or in respect of any puppy that you may decide to acquire from any breeder on it. All breeders have indicated
that they are current members of Dogs NSW or their relevant state ANKC body, and have agreed to abide by the
Dogs NSW or their State body's Regulations, including the Code of Ethics.

ABBIESTAR

GAMECALL

Michael & Sandra Stuart

Sian & John Hine

FRANKSTON VIC 3199

WALLAGA LAKE NSW 2546

P: 03 9769 6865
W: www.abbiestar.net

P: 02 6493 4412
W: www.gamecallhungarianvizsla.com

BELABARTOK

HABANERO

Melinda Taylor

Ronalie Frew

FRENCHS FOREST NSW 2068

ANDERLEIGH QLD 4570

P: 02 9999 4602
E: minsbiz@bigpond.net.au

P: 07 5486 5825
W: www.habanerovizslas.com

TANASHKA

HANAFOR

Steven & Isobel Quinn

Faye Harris

CAMDEN NSW 2570

PERTH TAS 7300

P: 02 4655 8492
E: isobelquinn@internode.on.net

P: 03 6398 1621

METROPOLIS
Robyn Hanney

&
Barb Stading
BEAUTY POINT TAS 7270

WOOLLAMIA NSW 2540

P: 03 6383 4841
W: www.hanafor.com

P: 0410 604 238
E: metropolisvizslas@gmail.com

SHAUNUFF

HUBERTUS
Agnes Pali

Jacqui Shaw
GLASS HOUSE QLD 4518

BALWYN NORTH VIC 3104

P: 0409 272 483
E: jacqui.shaw1@bigpond.com

P: 03 9431 4621
W: www.hubertus.com.au

CIGANYOZ

KENOZ
Cathy & Rich Austin

Susan & David Metcalfe
MORAYFIELD QLD 4506

LAUNCESTON TAS 7292

P: 0428 745 830
E: ciganyoz@hotmail.com

P: 03 6393 7943
E: cathy_rainbow@hotmail.com

GRAEBROOK

RUSSETGLEN
Laura Adkins
NOOSAVILLE BC QLD 4566

Lois & Cinnamon Clark
ARTHURS CREEK VIC 3099
P: 03 9714 8456
W: www.graebrook.com.au

P: 07 5471 0893
E: robertlaura2005@bigpond.com
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STUD DOGs listings
All new stud dog advertisers will be required to supply a copy of their AVA Hip Score Certificate for Stud Dog listing.
Please note that conditions may apply to the use of these dogs for stud. Contact owners for full details and
information on these dogs.

CH RUSSETGLEN THE ARCHER (AI)

CH HANAFOR MAGDARI DENZEL

Sire: Am Gr Ch Aust Ch Ciganyoz Key Largo CCD (ai)
Dam: Kenoz Lyger Amethyst

Sire: Ch Tanashka Mestemu Darius
Dam: Hanafor Cafefi Maggie

Whelped: 18.03.2013 Hip Score: 0:0

Whelped: 02.02.2012 Hip Score: 1:0

Laura Adkins
NOOSAVILLE BC QLD 4566
P: 07 5471 0893
E: robertlaura2005@bigpond.com

Faye Harris
PERTH TAS 7300
P: 03 6398 1621
E: wildwoodbrumby@bigpond.com

CH GRAEBROOK BENNETT TDX

CH RUSSETGLEN ONCE UPON A TIME

Sire: Dual Ch (Ag) Hanafor Rousel Vieri UG RRD CDX TD
ADM ADO JDM JDO GDM SDM SPDM ORA RAE
Dam: Ch Graebrook Superstition

Sire: Kenoz Natway Ochre
Dam: Ch Harlmor Bellisma

Whelped: 18.10.2013 Hip Score: 3:1 Elbow Score: 0:0

Christopher Cameron
HOBART TAS 7000
P: 0422 842 553
E: chrislcameron@gmail.com

Sylvia Staples
BURRADOO NSW 2576
P: 0408 295 368
E: srstaples@tpg.com.au

GAMECALL THE OCEAN TAYKE ME (AI)
Sire:Szikra's Comfort Food (USA)
Dam: Ch Gamecall Lapua Subsonic (ai)
Whelped: 04.01.2015 Hip Score: 0:2 Elbow Score: 0:0
John & Sian Hine
WALLAGA LAKE NSW 2546
P: 02 6493 4412
E: john.hine@bigpond.com

Whelped: 14.04.2012 Hip Score: 2:2 Elbow Score: 0:0

SUP CH GRAEBROOK KAUSIN KAOS TDX ET
Sire: Ch Shaunuff Dominic (ai)
Dam: Sup Ch Graebrook Shushienae ET
Whelped: 13.01.2013 Hip Score: 2:0 Elbow Score: 0:0
Lois & Cinnamon Clark
ARTHURS CREEK VIC 3099
P: 03 9714 8456
W: www.graebrook.com.au

CONTRIBUTE TO VIZSLA VIEWS
Share your Vizsla’s story
We welcome contributions from members, whether it's a
"brag" about a special achievement, an article about an
experience, or simply a photo. Documents and photos can
be uploaded via our website or emailed to the editor.
Preferred formats for articles: Word, Pages, or text files.
Upload images separately as high resolution JPEGs or
PNGs.
Please see page 2 for our Editorial Policy and contact info.

www.vizsla.org.au
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